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OIL PLACED
ON FREE

plate of the Roscoe M. E. church near
here Sunday night
The church officers have no objec
tion to keeping it, but think the donor made a- - mistake and are willing
t6 give it back if he can prove it is
hlS.

Nine Men Drowned. '
Cleveland, Ohio, April 9. The deck
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IN WASHINGTON,
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SCHEDULE.

Emma Goldman

May Leave.
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naturalization papers were cancelled PROSECUTED CASES ..FOR FRAUD
yesterday, a move which may lead to
AGAINST NUMEROUS PROM- -'
her exclusion from the country, said
INENT MEN.
she would take steps to protect her
an
'American
self. She said she is
Washington, April 9. Ethan Allen
woman and would not be deported.
Hitchcock, secretary of the Interior
under McKinley and Roosevelt, died
this morning at 11 o'clock,! aged 74
FAIL
TO
PARTIES
years. He had been critically 'ill for
,' ,
several days.
REACH AGREEMENT
Hitchcock contracted a severe cold
in the west and hurried home to place
SCALE himself under the charge of special
OVERJfAGE
ists. His condition became Steadily
worse and in the last two days hope
'
'
CONFERENCE OF MINERS; AND was abandoned.'
close
of a
the
marks
His
passing
OPERATORS ADJOURNS WITHfeature was
career
whose
preeminent
OUT RESULTS.
t
the admihintratlon of the interior department, that stirred the western
Although the Same Trouble Exists land problems as never before, UpThere Will Be No Strike Unless on appointment he was plunged .Into
the Men Are Not Allowed to Work a vortex" of complications growing out
'

AMENDMENTS INCREASING RATE
ON BOTH BARLEY AND
MALT ADOPTED.
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cated has become the sugar schedule
in the tariff bill that a senate subcommittee' has started out to find a
the
precise arrangement between
of the government and
the sugar interests. Chas B. Warren,
assopresident of the Michigan sugar
and tell
arrive
tonight
will
ciation,
what he understood, in agreement
with Taft, at? to the admission of
The senators bePhilippine bugar.
came insistent this morning, when the
senate finance committee met, asklng changes in every schedule.
The bouse today placed petroleum
on the free list in the tariff bill. The
will be voted on in. the
Payne.
time today, according to
some
tons
Philadelphia, Pa., April 9. The An- the program f dopted several days ago.! thractte operators and miners, who
With but three hours to perfect the have .been
holding conferences here
bill the house resumed consideration
the wage scale in the hard
considering
of the tariff bill today. Practically coal fields of
Pennsylvania, failed to
and
was
present
the full membership
reach an agreement today and have
interest is al a few heat.
finally adjourned.
The house adopted an amendment
Although a disagreement exists be
to
prevent
intended
bill,
to the Payne
tween the miners and operators, there
the
for
the use of drawback privileges
will be no strike; say the miners, un
purpose of speculating in grain.
less the operators refuse to let the
inThe committee amendments,
men refuse without an agreement
creasing the Payne rate on barley and
The
barley malt, were adopted.
Roosevelt Now at Port Said.
amendments,, with the exception of Port Said,
April 9. The steamer Ad
those affecting tea, coffee, barley and miral with Mr. Roosevelt and
party
barley malt, were adopted in a lump board, arrived here at 6:30 this evenhouse
The
division.
ami wi.hn.ir
OU
vwi
tea ing.
adopted the amendment placing
on the. free list without restriction.
After the committee amendments had FORMER POOL EXPERT
been disposed of a long wrangle en
SHOOTS MAN IN ROW
sued as to the order in which the
schedules
lumber
the
to
amendments
Nels
' should be veted on.
Salt Lake, Utah, April 9,
.
Paulsen, who was shot and seriously
Fight Over Sugar.
by James L.
Washington, April 9. Indications wounded yesterday
senate over Malone,- former :; world's
the
in
contest
champion
a
to
point
in the tariff bill, pool expert, is resting easily and the
the sugar
not only because of the proposed free chances are good for his recovery.
admission of 300,000 Wins annually Paulsen, who is manager of a bflfiard
cer- hall and bar fixture concern, engag
from the Philippines, but because
to
open ed in a dispute with Malone, over a
tain democratic senators plan
business matter, the latter having
in
introducing
whole
subject
ud the
an amendmsnt to remove the duty en bought goods of him. In a row, Malone shot Paulsen through the abdotirely from refined sugar.,
'
,
So far as the report of the' finance men,
su
test
committee Is concerned, the
as
Find Gold Buried Half Centrry.
gar producers have little to fear reLexington, Ky., April 9. While dig
the whole sugar schedule has been
of Messrs. ging a. post hole in an abandoned lot
ferred to a
represent yesterday workmen : discovered a
and
Smoot
Flint,
Burrows.
brass kettle containing $8,50u In gold
California.
and
Utah
Michigan
ing
moat,
and silver that apparently bad been
fear
The American producers
burled for half a century... '
an attempt in debate to bring; the
to
the foreground The lot formerly belonged to J. C.
sugar trust
threaten Dewltt an aged pensioner; who died
senators
democratic
as the
The democratic ranks will be broken several years ago and ,it is supposed
however, as already the cane sugar that he burled the money.'
states have lined "up with the beet The ground was sold at commis7
sioners' sale a week ago for $116.
sugar states.
tne
session
at
was
It
pointed put
Cabinet Busy as Bee.
that the provision for admitting PhilArrll 9. Jacob M. Dickinsafe
not
Chicago,
is
sufficiently
ippine sugar
of war, arrived today to
son,
annual
to
secretary
importa
.hold
the
guarded
tlons down o 300,000 tons and that make an address before the Hamilton
there is nothing to hinder the impor club tonight. He said everything is
tation of 600,000 tons at half the es progressing fine and that the cabinet
tablished rate, of 1,200,000 tons at is as busy a .bees.,
three-fourth- s
the established rate and
Line Steamer Burns.
othher increases in like proportions.
This could be accomplished by the New Orleans, April 9. Reports
of a disastrous fire on the Ham
Philippine exporters forming' a- pool.
line steamer Sarnla, at
Port LImon, British .Honduras. Six
$10,000 Bill In Collection Plate.
Washington, April 9. Somebody lives were lost and at portion of the
put a $10,000 bill on the collection cargo destroyed.
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frauds.in. the westi

He prosecuted cases against numer
ous men, among them Senator Mitchell, Blnger Herman, former Senator
Dietrich of Nebraska and Tohn A.
Benson of San Francisco.
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cabin fishing tug George Floss ; was
f"
t
caught in a gale Wednesday and
washed ashore twelve miles east. The
OF INTERIOR
and nine men are missing.
TROUBLE AHEAD FOR SUGAR captain
There is no longer any doubt that
the tug with a crew of six and three HELD IMPORTANT CABINET PO
WILL BE GREAT CONTEST IN passengers was lost on Lake Erie.
SITIONS UNDER BOTH M'KIN-LEThe names of the dead are all 'un
' SENATE OVER THAT
AND ROOSEVELT.
-'
known.
7
Emma Gold
New York, April 9.
CHANGES
SFNATflRS ASK FOR
- ' w
VIIW
man; the anarchist, whose husband's
,UU1I1

riDniAwn

CEASE IN

FEW DAYS

HOUSE TODAY.

f.

C01ITI0N0F

y

The yearly collections of the church
do not reach more than $10,000 and
so the officials advertised that they
would return the money if the owner
really wants It. The only condition
they make is that they must be
shown that he dropped it in the plate
inadvertently.

LIST

witness In isupport of the petition. He
testified substantially that his patient
was suffering from an illness known
as "katatonla" which involves a state
of apathy and indifference to current
events of every-dalife, lack of Ini
tiative in caring for his own physical
wants and susceptibility to considerable
nervous
excitement
when
brought into contact with strangers
or into other unaccustomed situa
'
tions.
Dr. Hamilton testified that Mr. Mc- Cormick was unable to properly care
for himself without assistance. There
was no evidence showing' a tendency
GETS SEVERE 8ET towards acts of violence on his
INDUSTRY
FRANCE WLL SUSPEND EXPUL
part.
'BACK-BJUDGE'S INTERSION AGAINST HIM UNTIL
The court adjudged Stanley Mc- Cormlck to be a person, by reason of
PRETATION OF LAW.
n c imrmjvco.
.;
disease, Incompetent to care for himself, unassisted, and appointed Mrs.
CAUSES BIG CONSTERNATION
Stanley McCormickV Henry B. Faville CASTRO HAS NOTHING TO SAY
and Cynis Bentley his guardians and
fixed their bonds each, at $36,000.
uav rn rrh nAMisu wcqt ikiimco
RULES THAT PERSON
BENCH
WHEN HE LEAVES FORT
CANNOT ACQUIRE RESIDENCE
Florida Revers Lincoln.
DE FRANCE.
9.
When
..Tallahassee, Fla., April
IN STATE IN ONE DAY.
Governor Gilchrist's message was de
bated in the legislature yesterday,
GREAT MANY DISAPPOINTED Senator Beard moved to table' that UNITED STATES SUCCESSFUL
portion which recommended making
the anniversary of Lincoln's birthday
AMERICA 13 INFORMED BY POW
AT LAST FIFTY MEN AND WO a
holiday. Excitement rose to a riot
THAT
ERS
MEN AT RENO WAITING TO
when Senator Broome,' confederate
" WILL BE KEPT MOVING.
GO THROUGH MILL.
veteran; led the argument in favor of
observing the birthday. Beard's moParis, April 9. If the condition of
Consternation was Jost.
Reno, Nev., April 9.
CafctKb is so grave that his departure
tion reigns supreme In the divorce
from Martinique would be dangerous.
colony in this city. An opinion was DEFENCE
PLEADS
the French government will tempora
handed down yesterday by Justice
rily suspend expulsion againBt him.
'
.
Orr of the Nevada judicial district,
Condition Better.
.
OF
MEMBERS
FOR.
so far reaching in its effect that It
Fort de France, April 9. Castro's
has created a general opinion in this
condition is said to be better this
STANDARD OIL CO. morning. He remained at the hotel
city that the divorce mill will 6top
all day and 6aw no one. He said
grinding.
It was held In the case of Milnar
nothing of the French action of ex'
WATSON
NONE
DECLARES
THAT
he
to
an
Milnar
that
attempt
pulsion against, him. He said
against
OF THEM HAS BEEN GUILTY
might go to the Danish West4 Indies.
perpetrate a fraud on the court was
committed by the plaintiff and deEfforts Successful.
UNDER COMMON LAW.
f
fendant entering into collusion for the
Washington, D. C, April 9- .- The
efforts of the American government
purpose of giving the court jurisdic
Mori
Rosenthal Will Speak Next for to
tion. The Milnars are residents of
keep former President Castro out
Defendants and Says He will Not of Venezuela and away from the near
Los Angeles. Mrs. Milnar came here
Talk on Law But Facts.
a few days before the trial of the
v
by , mainland and islands have every
indication of being successful.
fuse.. Milnar followed her by only a
Most of the' powers haying posses
ttw days, find remained but 6ne day ' .St' Louia, April' 9. David.. 3P. Wat
and. while here was served witb, the son took up the defense of the Stand sions' "in that district have indicated
papers. It appearing at the trial of ard Oil company this morning when to the state department that Castro
the case that he came solely for that the case of the government seeking is not wanted within their boundaries
purpose. The court held that such ac- to dissolve the corporation was re- and that they are willing to acquiesce
tion and collusion removed the case sumed before the United States cir- in the desire of the United States
from the
from its jurisdiction, and it was dis- cuit court. He took Issue
with that he be, far removed
'.
: .'
.
missed.
Prosecutor Kellogg in the statement scene of his former prestige.
;
In the' case of Howland against that the men forming the Standard
Notwithstanding Castro's deposition
Howland it appeared that Mrs. How-lan- d were liable and guilty under the com- as president he has still a great
has been in Reno three months mon law. "There is not today and many warm adherents in, Venezuela,
n
d
before she started her case. Her
never was a crime possible under and it is realized here that his
came here on business and was the' federal common law," he declarmight be made the occasion of
er, "and In all this mass of testi- a demonstration resuiung in me
surprised by the summons on him.
of unsettled condition's.
The plaintiff ' urged that she was mony, there is not a single sentence
entitled to a decree under the provis- of testimony tending to ehow that This government feels that Castro
ion of the statute which says "when the defendants were guilty of viola- ought not be allowed to return to
ever the defendant resides or may be ting any provisions of the Sherman Venezuela or be permitted to make
found In the state." This called for law of November 15, 1906." Morltz his headquarters at any of the sur
'
an interpretation by the court and Rosenthal, principal Standard Oil rounding ports.
Gualra.V
La
the ooutt held that while it might be company attorney, who defended the
Gunboat Goes to
that a person could acquire a resi- $29,000,000 fine case, will speak next. Caracas, Wednesday, April 8. The
eunboat Paducah came in- dence in this state in one day, evi- He eaid he would not ' talk on law, Amprir-nT a finai-rmnrnlnff.w Her
...- dence so strong as to overcome any but facta. "Facts win law cases," rtJ wn
VUMM vefltPTrtnV
doubt must be presented in support he said.
Interesting
presence is particularly
'
of that contention.
in view of the approaching arrival of
His conclusion is that this interthe steamer Guadalupe, on which for
TO TAKE MAN TO GOTHAM
mer President Castro left France a
pretation of the statute applies only
In the case of a bona fide resident of
TO RECOVER HIS MEMORY fortnight ago.
the state served in whatever jurisdicThe collector of customs at the
tion he may be found in this state.
Venezuelan port, Carupano, where the
New Haven, Conn., April 9. Chas. Guadalupe is to stop before coming
This, lawyers eay, would seem to
settle the Southern case,' which Is al Osten, the man who has mystified and into La Gualra, Is General Acosta,
most Identical. Judge Pike Is one of puzzled the physicians here by his who spent eight years In chains in
the justices who heard arguments In lapse of memory and loss of identity, the Maracaibo dungeon on orders isthat case only recently, and he has will be taken to New York in order sued by Castro.
i,
j
reserved decision. '
that he may see the streets and
At the present time there are at scenes with which he is supposed to
COUGHS
least fifty men and women in Reno have been familiar. In this way it is YOUNG CHILD
who have either applied or are pre- hoped that the mist may be cleared
(IP OLD CARPET TACK
from his brain.
paring to apply for divorces here.
Whil hypnotized Osteiv has talked
incoherently of his . former home in Chardon, Ohio, April 9. Elton Par
GUARDIANS NAMED FOR
New York, but otherwise he remem- ker, 6 years old, son of Mr. and Mrs.
bers nothing. But enough has been W. J. Parker, has coughed up a carSTANLEY M'CORMICK learnel
through experiments made, on pet tack that has lain Imbedded near
him to indicate that he came from his lung for three years. It Is one
of the strangest medical cases on
Santa Barbara, Cal., April 9. The New Tork.
record.
hearing on the application of Mrs.
Du
Works.
Pont
at
That the sharp ' tack in its downfor
Explosion
the
McCormlck
appointStanley
ment of a guardian of the person of Wayne, N. J.. April 9. Jerome ward course had not torn the deliher husband, Stanley McCormlck, a Marsh, .an employe, was killed and cate lining, caused inflammation and
son of Cyrua H. McCormlck, took several persons hurt and ten small ended the boy's life Is a source of
the
wonderment
Although ' ' none
place In the superior court yesterday. buildings demolished, when an
'
occurred at the Du Pont pow- worse for his experience, Elton' says
The petitioner was represented by loIs
but
cal counsel and a brother and sister der mills here today.- The shock of he is glad the tack
It was Justthree years ago when
of Stanley McCormlck appeared by the explosion was felt for a distance
Elton eat on tne floor playing. A
counsel and filed the written consent of twenty miles.
carpet, had. just been put down. He
of air the members of the family to
Escobar-Resign,'i.
spied a bright tack near him and,
the appointment of Mrs. Stanley Mcit went to his mouth.'- Mexico. City, April 9. Romulo Es- baby-likeCormlck, Dr. Henry B. Faville, for
five years family physician, and Cy- cobar, head of the national school of
'
No Eastern Markets.
rus Bentley, for twenty years the le- agriculture,, has resigned. Senor EsOn
of
account
9.
InternatApril
Denver,
was
to
a
the
delegate
gal adviser of members of the family, cobar
as guardians. Dr. C. V. Hamilton, ional conservation congress at Wash- Good Friday, there will be no New
or
physician in immediate charge of Mr. ington and a delegate to the dry far- York or Chicago markets today
.
tomorrow.
, ''
McCormlck's case was called as a ming cbngress at Cheyenne.

DIES AFTER DIVORCES TO
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"

AFTERNOON EDITION

FRIDAY, APRIL 9, 1909

SANTA FE MOTOR

GAR

ARRIVES ON SCHEDULE
The Santa Fe "wind splitter" arrived in the city on schedule this afternoon and spent some time In the
yards here. It is a very attractive
looking car, and it Is said that it will
solve the question of passenger traffic on the branch lines. It is probable that the first trial will be made
on the El Paso division. If it proves
a success, it is quite possible that
Las Vegas will get one of the cars
for regular service on the Hot Springs
branch.
Many of these gasoline cars are in
use on the eastern roads, but up to
the present time they have never been
put In successful operation on the
mountains, and it is a question
whether they will prove successful as
hill climbers. Many people visited
the car during its short stay in the
city.
Wolf Captured in Chicago.
The large gray
Chicago, April 9.
wolf seen In a suburb , Wednesday

night by passengers on an elevated
train, has been captured by two. deand
tectives, who were scratched
bitten in the struggle. The animal is
the property of Walter Du Brock and
escaped from his custody, f.
Millionaire Lumberman Dead.
Houston, Texas,1 April 9. John P.
Klrby, president of the Kirby Lum
ber company of Texas, and one of
the most widely known men of the
state, died at his home near Chester
yesterday, aged 68 years.
DAN COUGHLIN NOW
DYING IN HONDURAS
Dan Coughlin,
'Chicago, April 9.
once a city detective here, convicted
In complicity with the famous Dr.
acCronin murder and afterwards
quitted, later Indicted for bribery, after which he escaped twice, is said
to be in Honduras dying. He was
formerly known as "Big Dan," as he
weighed 250 pounds', but he Is now
;
6i- -;:
said to weigh 90;
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were submitted to all office holders
THIRTY-FIV- E
and political leaders who were unfavorably Involved.
Charges ol coercion of office hold
Do yoo feel weak, tired, despondent, save frequent headers ty the president to secure tne
and fin
naed Tonr Taloabia Caicarati
do without tliem. 1 bn
tfcimmrfaot Couldn',
aches, coated tongue, bitter or bad taste in morning,
a
of
candidate
nomination
particular
"for
li.dieMon
lm
some
"heart-burn,- "
..."
' tried, and will.
belching of gas, acid risings in throat after
aio no" completely enni. Kecom.
"been Inquired into, but evidence
have
lout'
everyone.
t"",n
stomach
ion
or
to
gnaw
spells,
burn,
dizzy
breath,
Ope.
mend
eating,
to sustain those charges is wholly
poor or variable appetite, oausea at times and kindred
ysnptomi ?
The longest Tailors' National exchange represen
New York, April 9.
lackiing. ' President Roosevelt s - ap
Best For
a
considerable
lists
for
of
series
or
rather
If Ton nT mar ooasideralile number of tb
jumps, ever ting leading merchant tailors in all
pointment
jump,
-Bowels
L
.The
4
above symptom ytm are suffering from biliousexannual
its
made, aggregating 35,250 feet, or a parts of the country at
period were, with his permission,
ness, torpid lrrer with indigestion, or dyspepsia.
tailThe
week.
would
this
here
convention
seven
lists
From
those
than
amined.
less
it
trifle
may
miles,
Dr. Pierce Golden Medical Discovery is made
appear that the presidential appoint- take place here next June. Further- ors declare that many men, even
up of the most valuable medicinal principles
CANDY CATHARTIC
knows to medical science for the permanent
ments prior to the convention were more, this remarkable jumping feat among those of wealth and business
cure of such abnormal conditions. It is a most
manner on the rec- will not be in distance, but in height, prominence, have made It their habit
the
usual
in
made
efficient liver invigorator, stomach tonic, bowsl
ommendation of senators, congress in which class the record is now less to let their accounts yith their tailors
regulator and nerve strengthener.
The pro run for months or even . years, almen and others claiming the patron than six feet and
Potent. Taste Good. Do Good.
The Goldea Medical Discovery" is not a patent medicine or secret "nostrum,
Meaaant, Palatable,
"
Weaken orme, wc,
will exceed though they could not think of doing
posed Jump, therefore,
age of the offices Involved,
and attested
full list of its ingredients bein$ printed on its
fold in bulk?' The genuine tablet stomped C C O.
this in the case of any other hcessi-t- y uaranteeu
under oath. A glance at these will show that it contains no alcohoj, or harmPresident Roosevelt took a decid- the existing mark some 5.00Q-folRemedy Col, Chicago or N.Y. o
d
g
.
ful
drugs. It is a fluid extract made with pure,
that they might) purchase. Even
ed step In advance toward checking This remarkable jump, if it really
native
American
TEH MILLION BOXES
of
roots
the
from
medical,
of
SALE,
proper strength,
glycerine,
the comic papers,
complain,
they
forest plants. World's Dispensary Medical Association, Props., Buffalo, N. Y. the evils resulting from this activity takes place, (and all that is lacking
of office holders in politics by his or- is the consent of the proper authori- have made jokes of the way in which
der of June 3, 1907, amended the ties), will not occur as a part of any trusting tailors are "stung" by delin for several years, and all of the 8.00O
civil service rules hy forhlddteg em- athletic games, but in connection quent customers. To put their busi- are Chinamen whose remains are beployes In the competitive service from with the opening of the new Black-well'- s ness on an equality with other im- ing taken back .to their native land
Island bridge over the East portant Industries in this respect the for final interment, even though some
talcing part In political management
or in DOlitlcal campaigns. This order river, on June 12. A mania for national organization of the clothes-builder- s nf them have been buried here for bo
has established an extensive long that only a few bones remain.
was enforced In the last campaign, jumping off this bridge at its openThe official roll of delegates to the ing seems to have seized New York, credit bureau which will make a bus- Every few years a shipment of this
1
reDubllcan national convention . at ginoe no less than 236 persons have iness of securing the prompt collec sort is made as. a resuic or me BeChicago was compared withheIatestalready made application for permis tion of the bills of Its members and lief current among Chinamen that.tff
government hlue "book. It was found sion to make the jump into the. river. their protection from professional gain future peace they must be burthe
for
"What has been the effect of the taken place without a thought
As the "beats" of whom it is said that there ied with their forefathers.
As a re
cream of our hardwoods that of the delegates to the Chicago at the opening ceremonies.
tremendous consumption of timber future. The
con- clear space between the bridge and are several thousand in the country.
federal
office
cargo
convention
qholders
this
of
strange
sult,
parts
is gone, and it Is becoming more and
'
upon our forests?" This question is more difficult to get in sufficient stituted one in ten and of the delega the surface of the river is 150 feet, These men make it a practice to have been arriving in New York for
the
often asked by people in' various secjumps change the scene of ,their activities weeks from every part of the ooua
tions from the southern, states nearly the total length of all
quantity the high grades of oak, yel
tions of the country, and often the in- low
fn three, and some southern states would be 35,250 feet The classifi- frequently, running up heavy bills in try east of the Mississippi river. The
one
our
that
esh
and
hickory
poplar,
cation of the 235 persons who have each place they visit. Henceforth 8,000 silent passengers are packed
formation of the average man on the
re more than half.
industries
great manufacturing
ento
not
definite
is
were
office
holders
expressed a desire to make this jump their operations will be restricted, f between decks, and will be tr.iaspor-(Contlnue- d
These
enough
subject
political.
once
The south's
great sup
at the carnival in connection with not stopped entirely, by the fact that
able him io make a clear and satis- quire.
of
of
Jurisdiction
en Page 6.)
outside
the
that
is,
ply of yellow pine is rapidly giving
will warn
reveals
the
of
the
tailors
credit
bureau
most
the
in
and
bridge
service
civil
act,
factory answer. R. S. Kellogg,, asopening
the
way before the axe and saw, fire and
some rather interesting figures. One Its members against them. Now that
sistant forester, engaged upon sta- tornado.
Half a generation more will, eases, their appointment was subject
hundred
and sixty-eigof the appli- the tailors have adopted the methods
States
tistics In the United States forest ser- in most
Triited
to
the
confirmation
by
places, see little but remcants are professional jumpers and of a commercial age about the only
vice, in giving a concise answer to nents left of the southern forests, and senate.
the important question says:
The office holders in the south divers, looking for free' advertising, remaining victims of the man who
in that time the Pacific coast supare freaks, twenty-fou- r
dislikes to pay bills apparently are
"Now our annual requirements ex
control the republican thirty-fou- r
practically
will he heavily drawn upon.
are
whose only ""avocation is the doctor and the minister.
ceed forty tilllon feet of timber, onej plies
persons
,rn
their
respective
wood-uslriorganization
party
a
"Ours Is primarily
Will Ship Dead Chinese.
four milMore than nine out of every
resort to unfair jumping whenever and wherever the
hundred, million cross'-ties- ,
civilization. Despite the Introduction states and frequently
most wholesale deportation of ten cases of rheumatism are
while nine simply
of
besides
The
lion cords
offers,
their
great of
to
opportunity
retain
order
means
pulp wood,
in
substitutes for wood in the form of
will
desire to commit suicide. Thirty of Chinese ever attempted
take
quantities of other forms of forest stone, cement, "Concrete, and ' steel. power.
simply, rheumatism of th
po- the applicants are women, whose ages place this week when the largest and
a
tremendous
Is
products, such as firewood, posts, our
Their
support
of timher has con
muscles, due to cold or damp,
consumption
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convention thusiastic over these applications and with the sailing of a British , steamer ment is required. The free
of other the republican, national
more rapidly than those
"One forest region after another has
states of equal it is possible that all may be denied for the far east. In point of num- application of
commodities. According to the re- as the republican
been attacked. With the exception of
circum and New York deprived of a specta- bers there will be 8,000 of these pasunder
ports of the bureau of labor, the population, southernordinary
would cle resembling a human snow storm. sengers', far more than the largest
Maine, the New. England states are
the
delegates
stances,
quoted prices of the leading klnds of
Tailor In Arms.
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boat now afloat can accommodate. In
third
second
In
the
of
growth lumber on the New Tork market have control the balance
cutting mostly
power
Hereafter the tailor's bill is to point of curiosity the passengers are
timber. The box factories there take
convention.
national
risen twice as much In the last tan
take Its place on an
white pine saplings down to six
probably in their entirety the strangas the average Increase in all These organizations controlled by with the coal bill, the equal footing
ac"In- years
est cargo which has ever left any is all that is needed and it is cerInches In diameter. The
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are
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commodities. This indicates that the office
counts
and
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the
of
exhaustible" white pine forests
charge
port. Not one of the 8,000 will either tain to give quick relief. Give
in the 'distribution of the patronage
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that
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with
or' steerage a trial and see for yourself how
are
of
obligations
millions
con
to
and
gone,
of
Michigan
and the naming
delegates
with the demand."
the pain and
acres of cut-ovand burned-ove- r
ventions. It is not to" the interest of reasonable promptness. That at least place, since each and all of them are quickly it relieves
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Pric
soreness.
size, 50c.
the
decision
of
large
the
Merchant
Indeed
been
dead
dead.
have
15c;
Some
to
land have gone upon the delinquent
elect
these office holding cliques
"
Up Before the Bar.
list. Michigan supplied 23 per
to
or
.. fax
bring
Pitts- - republican congressmen
cent of the lumber production of the N. H. Brown, an attorney, of Dr. about party growth and party success
need
have
"We
writes:
field,
Vt.,
United States in 1880, and less than 5
which would mean curtailment of loss
King's New Life Pills for years and
;
of the patronage.
per cent of tt in 1907.
find them BUch a good family med- of th control
"The value of the lumber producin regard to the ac
conditions
The
icine we wouldn't be without them."
tion In Michigan since 1849 has been For Chills, Constipation, Biliousness tivity of unclassified federal office
50 per cent greater than . the output or Sick Headache they work wonders, holders in
politics are at their worst
of gold In California, and It has all 25c at all druggists.
in the south, but throughout the
ESTABLISHED
countrv in accordance with estab
lished custom, they are expected to
be active in primaries and conven
tions in the Interests of whose favor
thev ar continued in office. This
leads to neglect of official duty and
absenteeism on a large scale, and
the government is now paying large
sums in oalaries to officials whose
'THREE days remain for shopping before Easter. Have you all the little" accessories
New York, April 9. The report of were gathered together through the main interest and activity is devoted
so necessary to miking the Easter costumes perfect? The
bureau.
s special committee of the National aid of an efficient clipping
to politics, while their fflces are
getting of many of the
were
examined
and
These
the
needed
persons
things is made easy by our special pricing for these three days. Many splendid,
in the control of subordinates.
Civil Service Reform league regardmentioned in them were written to
by perThe activa participation
bargains are displayed in our store, which do not appear in this advertisement.
ing the political activity of federal with requests for full information, cor
sons who have a personal interest at
office holders was made public today. rectlon or denial. The replies were
stake in caucuses, primaries, conven4.00 Sailor Ties, $3.00 ,
EXTRA SPECIAL
A summary of the report was as fol- carefully inspected and the most im tions and elections seriously interfere
-lows:
portant of these cases were followed with a free choice of candidates by
newest styles, high class,
Twenty-fivPatent leather, Gun Metal and
Reports of undue political activity up by an Investigation by an assist the people, and in some parts of the
Russia
calf Sailer Ties, the newest
G.OO
an d 7 .00 Net Waists, at $3.95
on the part of federal office holders ant secretary of the league on the
summer footgear. All sizes, all widths-,- .
country actually prevents it . The
appearing in the press of the country spot Final drafts of our conclusions federal office holders number over
In white and eoru with colored band trimming or plain.
300,000, of which number
On Sale Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
are still outside the" civil service rules.
These higher officers, wielding wide
;
.
USE A
65 Lisle IIo8, 49c
political influence through, their offiEXTRA SPECIAL
cial positions and subject to possible
"Onyx" brand Silk lisle hose, in
dictation from Washington will, as
Genuine, pure linen, 2.00, 2.50, 2.75 and
green, brown, tan, grey,v Ox blood,
long as they are permitted to take an
$3.00 Hand Embroidered Handkerchiefs, $123
'Copenhagen, and all stylish colors. 65o
active "part in politics, constitute a
Cook-Stov- e
value,
menace to free institutions.
Only- a limited number in this lot, no two alike.
As the most effective and immeOn Sale Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Because it's clean.
diate remedies for existing conditions,
Because it's economical
the committee urges'.
Because it saves timeV
1, The extension by the president
.
$5.00 Dress Skirts, $3.05
EXTRA SPECIAL
of the classified, competitive service
Because it gives best
Finest quality, heavy weight, pure silk,
to the utmost limit that the law alFifty new spring Panama Mohair Jk.
cooking results.
'
lows.
,
$15.00 Dresden Taffeta Petticoats, $10.50
Because its flame can be
novelty wool Skirts, black, blown,
2. Legislation by congress permit-tinnavy, tan, green and grey. $5.00 values,
, In beautiful designs deep, full flounce, and in all
regulated instantly.
the classification of thei officers
v"
colors.
.
Because it will not over,
whose appointment is now subject to
On Sale Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
heat your kitchen.
confirmation by the senate, but who
Because it is better than ,
perform ministerial functions.
3.
the coal or wood 6tove.
A, clearer definition and a
1.50-S- ilk
Vests,--! I.I3
EXTRA SPECIAL
'
strengthening of the executive ordef
Because it's the only oil
unIn
the
activity
political
governing
newest
Under-vests
Very
All silk, low neck, sleeveless
stove made witn a
styles plain and fancy, 35c and
classified service and the vesting of
for women. Pink, blue and
useful Cabinet Top
60c Large Imt Shell Barrettes, 29c
the power to investigate cases ariswhite, all sizes. Regular $1.50 values,
like the modern steel
ing under this order in the civil serIn the shell and light amber color.
range.
vice commisflon or some other body
On Sale Thursday, Friday and
For other reasons see stove at your dealer's,
dicta
$1.13
independent of departmental
y
Saturday.
tion.
or write our nearest agency, iviaae in tnree
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CIVIL SERVICE REFORM LEAGUE

EXTRA SPECIALS

ENTIRELY EXONERATES ROOSEVELT

For the Last Days Before Easter

;

e

one-thir-

d

$3.00 a Pair

'

NEW PmFEGTIOBI

Wicli Blue Flame Oil

.

49c a Pair

I

$3.95 Each

Each

sizes.

Sold with or without Cabinet Top.

cannot be equaled
for its brieht and
idy light, simple construction
EmiinrMH
and absolute safety.
with latest Improved burner. Made of brass throughout
and beautifully nickeled. An ornament to any room,
whether library, dining-rooparlor or bedroom.
Write to our nearest agency if not at your dealer's.

CONlirttaTAi.

OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated)

Scout After Crazy Snake.
Chandler, Okla., April 9. William
Tillghman, a deputy United States
marshal, chosen by Colonel Hoffman
to trail Crazy Snake to the Indian's
hiding place and effect his capture,
has left here for Hickory Stomping
Grounds. Tillghman Is a well known
BC0iit, who is familiar with Crazy
Snake's habits, and it is believed that
he will bring the Indian back.

EXTRA SPECIAL
Best quality, beatifully made, extra wide t225 and

35c-Veilings- ,-25o

In light Wup, pink, green cream, tan and blaok, with

Newest style Net Veilings,
plain and
dotted in black, white and all
colors.
Regular 35c values.

deep, full fl. unce.
On Sale Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

25c Yard

2 50

Pr

b

de Soie Petticoats, $t.75
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the "Feast of Eggs" is considered as
emblematic of the resurrection of a
future life.
Easter 13 leally th( festival of the
resurrection of Jesus Christ, In the
ancient church of the celebration of
Easter lasted eight days, but the period has be-igradually cut. It is a
favorite time for administering bap
tism. '
The proper time for celebrating
Easter has occasioned no little controversy, but It was finally settled,
in 1582, when the Gregorian calendar
was introduced, and the rule for ob
taining the exact date on which the
day shall fall is that Easter shall fall
on the first Sunday after the first full
moon (the beginning of fW eccleslaa-tlca- l
year). If the full moon falls on
a Sunday, Paster is the first Sunday
after.
One object in arranging the celebra
tion of Easter was to prevent it falling on the tame day as the Jewish
feast of the Passover, but occasionally
they come together, and X904 was one
of the years. Both fell on April 12.
They occurred together April 14, 1805,
and April 3, 1825, and will occur on
the same day in 1923, on April 1.
v

f
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F03 CONSTIPATION
A

Medicine That Does Not Cost
thing Unless It Cures.

Any-

If you suffer from cons'tipatlon in
any form whatever, acute or chronic,
I will guarantee to supply you mediI
cine that will surely effect a cure if
taken with regularity and according
to directions for a reasonable length
of time. Should the medicine fail
to benefit you to your entire satisfaction, I promise that it shall cost you
.
nothing.
No other remedy can be compared
with Rexall Orderlies for the easy,
pleasant and successful treatment of
constipation. The active medicinal
Ingredients of this remedy which Is
odorless, tasteless and colorless, is
an entirely new discovery. Combined
with other extremely valuable ingredients, it forms a preparation which
is incomparable as a perfect bowel
regulator, intestinal lnvigorator and
Rexall Orderlies are
strengthener.
to
notable for their agreeableness
the palate and gentleness of action.
They do not. cause griping or any
disagreeable effect or inconvenience,
and may be taken at any time, day
Westerner A'ter Views on Hides. or night. A
Western
I particularly recommend Rexall
Washington, April 9.
senators have started a canvass, of Orderlies for children, delicate or
...
FOR BOYS
the senate to determine the senti- aged persons because they do not
ment in regard to putting hides on contain anything that could possibly
the free list. If a majority of mem- injure the most delicate organism.
more
bers'
about
much
so
are found to favor free hides, as They are just as easy to take as
banging
through
desired
by the house, the senate com candy, and" unlike other preparations
that, tho' in the beginning, they seem to
mittee on finance will accept this for a like purpose they do not create
cost no less,m the end they are far cheaper
,
verdict. By this method it is argued a habit, but Instead they overcome
the cause of habits acquired through
that long debate may be avoided.
. than clothes which seemed cheaper on the
the use of ordinary laxatives, cathart
all
continued
committee
day
The
tag.
4
yesterday and until late last night In ics and harsh physic, and permanentAll XTRAGOOp clothes are
serting rates in the .bill and will be ly remove the cause of constipation
ready to report all but the adminis- or Irregular bowel action.
knee-pan- ts
and made
strong.
I want you to try Rexall Orderlies
trative features- to the senate next
ab my risk. I know that there Is
are
through built with
Monday.
nothing that will do you so much
of Wear" which not only makes
the
good, and I will refund your money
8laln
by
Playmates.
Boy
them
better, but also giye double service.
without argument .If they do "not do
Willie
9.
Kan.,
April
Hacken,
as I say they will. They are. prepar
rewas
Hotchkiss, ten years old, who
ed In tablet form In ' two sizes of
near
killed
here
wolves
by
ported
36 tablets 25c, and 12 tab
Wednesday, was really slain by his packages;
10c.
E. G. Murphey, corner of
lets
playmate, George Nichols, ten years
f
avenue
and Sixth street.
Douglas
V
made
confession
to
a
M. Greeoberger
old. according
by the latter last night. Young Nlch
Lots of people who are too wise to
ols said he accidentally snot tne
green goods or bold bricks will
buy
Hotchkiss boy and Invented the wolf
contract with a book agent.
sign-to
tell
the
feared
story, because he
truth. Covotes were found around
Swept Over Niagara.
the body and this helped make Nich
- often hap
. This terrible calamityols' story plausible.
boatman ig
a
careless
because
pens
nores the river's warnings growing
Medicines,
Dependable Proprietary
ripples and faster current Nature's
It must be admitted by every
the
is
Good
warnings are kind. That dull pain or
of
a
celebration
Friday
intelligent Derson, that
Good Friday, the Friday before ; the
ache in the back warns you the Kid
of'
Cross."
the
in
"Adoration
and
not
live
grow
the
could
memory
medicine
Easter, is sacred to
need attention if you would es
the crucifixion of the Lord. It has A large crucifix is placed upon the nomilaritv for thirty years, and to neys fatal maladies
Dropsy, Diabet
cape
in
ceremonies
with
and
thousands
altar
upon
appropriate
been kept as a day of mourning
day hold a record for
Tak' Electric
Disease.
es
or
Bright's
very early per- - memory of the awful event which tut; thousands of actual cures, as has Ly- Bitters at once and see Backache fly
special prayer from
crucifiixion represents and the entire dla E. Plnkham's
Vegetable Com and all your best feeligns return "Af
jod.
In the Roman Catholic church the congregation, commencing with the pound, without possessing great vlr ter long suffering from weak kidneys
n
lame back, one $1.00 bottle wholeervlce-othe day is very peculiar; I celebrating priest, approach and upon ture and actual worth. Such medi- and
ly cured me," writes J. R. Blanken- instead of 1he ordinary mass, it con- their knees reverently kiss the cruci- cine must be looked upon and term ehip, of Belk, Tenn. Ony $1.00 at all
ed both standard and dependable by druggists.
sists of the mass of the presanctlfied, fied figure of the Lord.
The 'very striking office of "Tene-brae,- " every thinking person.
the sacred host not being consecrated
A girl can easily twist a fellow
is held upon Good Friday and
on Good Friday,' but reserved from the
- consists
around
her finger, but the trouble is
old
an
of
lauds
and
matins
about
attendof
the
and
The
helng
beauty
preceding day. The priests
.1
X.
VI n r.r In tnlrp.Tl tt the Holy Saturday and has this pecu man's darling ia that a girl's husband he gets broke so easily.
kl
'
'1
1
U
O
1
Uiiv
tlUlS ill
close all the lights harmonizes so well with the antique
deep mourning; the altar Is stripped liarity that at the
are
Try Thla for Dessert.
church
is
the
of
In,
extinguished but furniture.
kiss
peace
of its ornaments?- the
a
Dissolve one package of any flavorsymbol
omitted, in detestation of the traitor, one, which for a time (as
Medicines.
JELL-- 0 in one pint ef boiling wato
ed
Stronfl
under
hidden
seris
of
Lord's
a
Object
the
death),
long
jludas; the priest recites
Mnnv nennle oblect to taking the ter. When partly congealed, beat USorders
the
altar.
all
for
classes,
ies of prayers
prescribed UI light adding one cup whipped
- strong medicines usually
and ranks In the church and even for In the Episcopal church Good Fri- hv nhvsiclans for" rheumatism. There
cream and six crushed maccaroons.
were
a
hut
solemn
and
is
also
day,
day
pagans
heretlcs. chlsmatlcs,
is no need ot internal treatment m auj
rheumat
Whip all together thoroughly and poor
Jews But the most striking part of are no special rites. It simply repre case of muscular or chronic
or every It into a mold or bowl. When cool, it
out
nine
than
more
and
ism,
crucifixion
the
of
sents the sad day
ten cases of the disease are of one or will Jellify and may be served with
'
to the members.
CURE
tho nth or of these varieties, wnen
CATARRH
SURE
cream or any good pudding
there Is no fever and little (If any)- whipped
Holy Saturday.
t
onsauce.
is
that
know
it
solmay
you
swelling,
To Holy Saturday belongs the
,
1
".I
n 'n
costs '10c per package
Eu- The JELL-ly necessary ro appiy tasiuuei uu
Brings the Forests of Pine and
emn blessing of fire and of the waters Liniment
relief.
to
quick
get
freely
at any good
obtained
can
be
and
Home.
Your
to
calyptus
o the baptismal font and from the Try it For sale by all dealers. .
as
a
earliest times it was ent aside
Germa cannot live when Hyomel day of baptism and for the confirma- - It Isn't wise to try to make all your
. .nnHijntp. fnr the ecclesiastl- money in one venture, unless that So few women know how to use
Is used. Youj
(pronounced High-o-mmost
after they get them.
sJust breathe in this soothing yet
the flre soiemnly venture is the marrying of an heiress. dry goods
mMstry
ana
reue
air
powerful antiseptic
blessed on tMs day la Hghted fta Pa8.
People past middle life usually have
A' Knocker
immediate. It is exactly the same
wWch ,8 regarded fl3 a 8ym.
forsome
in
the
breathe
kidney or bladder disorder that
air a you would
dead Is a man who can't see good .In any
ChHk rlaen from
a
r Ana.-the
u- vitality, which is naturally
saps
caused
habit
a
It's
or
ests or pme anaJ ...Af.l.ntiin
.
thing.
bol light ,8 kept burning person
8
iTh,g
old
in
lower
age. Foley's Kidney RemAnd
tralla where catarrh or consumption Lpmg tlie readlng of the gospel at by a disorderly liver. If you
.corrects
urinary troubles, stimsee
edy
to
are
things
was never unowu vu caidi..
beginning
mass through the interval between that you
and restores
treat
the
ulates
your
kidneys
through blue spectacles,
If you have catarrh and are
Easter and Pentecost.
liver to a good cleaning out process strength and vigor. It cures uric acid
because
you
embarrassed
In the Protestant churches there is with Ballard's Herblne. A sure cure troubles by etrenghtenlng the kidneys
must hawk, spit and snuffle, surely no
so they will strain out the uric acid
special solemnization of the holy for constipation, dyspepsia, indiges
the attention It
all
that settles in the muscles and Joints
will
biliousness,
sick
Hyomel
headache,
give
tion,
Good
Fri
jou
week, with the exception of
rheumatism.. O. G. Schaefer
bowel
troubles.
and
will
stomach
G.
causing
E.
liver,
Murphe
when
deserves,
Is not observed by all Center Block Depot Drug Co.
th's
and
Cross Drug Co.
Red
and
day,
to
guarantee this pleasant' remedy
manner.
in
them
of
any
special
cure all this distress and humiliation,
Girls of 16 regard large families as
Easter Sunday.
,
Every friend Is a disappointment
cr will give you your money back.rethe'resurrec
in trouble.
extremely vulgar.
tEa8ter commemorates
Hyomei kills catarrh germs, It
lieves the soreness and distress In lion of Christ.
Many of the popular observances
five1 minutes. It stocks hawking and
with Easter are clearly of
connected
a
like
feel
makes
you
and
snuffing
surest
Is
the
pagan orig'n. The goddess of Ostara
new man in'a week. It
treatof Eastre peems to have been in the
catarrh
most
satisfactory
and
ment known and gives comfort and oerson lflcation of the morning or
east and also of the opening of the
relief to consumptives.
If an old sore existed simply because the flesh was diseased at that
The Anglo-Saxo- n
A complete outfit, including inhal- year or spring.
particular spot, it would be an easy matter to apply some remedy directly
or the diseased flesh might be
er, coste but $1.00, and extra bottles, year name of April was Eastermonth to the place that would kilt the germs;
removed by a surgical operation and a cure effected. But the very fact
50c,
in
cost
but
still
is
known
by
and
Germany
it
needed,
afterward
if
form of local or external treatment, and even
that old sores resist
lew minutes' time each day Is all you jthis name. The month in ancient return after being cutevery
shows that back of them is a morbid cause
away,
Just as long as the
need to qukkly cure the most chronic times always signifies a festival of which must be removed before a cure can result.
pollution continues in the blood, the ulcer remains an open cesspool for the
case. Hyomel is sold by leading j0y.
which the circulation throws off. S. S. S. cures Old Sores
There can" be but little doubt that deposit of impurities
druggists.
blood. It removes every trace of impurity and taint from
the
by
purifying
the use of eggs at this season was the circulation, and thus completely does away with the cause.
When
orltdnally .ytnbolical pf .the revlvl S. S. S. has cleansed the blood, the sore begins to heal, and it is not a
soon the discation of nature In the springing forth surface cure, but the healing process begins at the bottom;
fills in with firm,
and
the
inflammation
the
leaves,
ceases,
place
charge
of life in, soring. The practice is not healthy flesh. Under the purifying and tonic effects of S. S. S. the system
confined to Christmas, but the Jews is built up, and those whose health has been impaired by the drain and
misery, sour stom- use eggs in the feast of the Pass worry of an old sore will be doubly benefited by its use. Book on Sores
It relieves stomach
all stomach disand Ulcers and any medical advice frea to all who write.
ach, belching, and curesLarfre
box of tab over.
ease or moniy lw k.
t
TES SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
From the Christian point of view
lata 50 cents. Biuggists in all towns
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XTRA GOOFY"

hold their shape and their wear

.

Price

BUY

OtD HOMESTEAD

"Tl

HIGHEST PATENT FLOUR

NEwisTyand

Ask your Grocer for

.

T

"OLD HOMESTEAD"

There Is no Other

V

(

"JUST AS GOOD"

Smith

IviaJoney

Official City 'Contractors

All klnd of cement sidewalk, plastering, brick and stons work.
Jobbing
promptly attended to. Only best material used. Alt work guaranteed.
.

OFFICE AND YARD, 1020 NATIONAL AVE.

KELLY

.

full

"Seat
fit

cut extra
The,

extra
lined all

(Incorporated)

PHONE OLIVE

Mt.

and QQ.
.

WHOLESALE MERCHANTS

-

and Doalora In

WOOL, HIDES

and

PELTS

Houses at
East La Vegas, H.M., A Ibuttueritue, Mm M., Tucumoarl,
Mm Mm,
Reoos, Mm
Logan, Mm Mm, Trinidad, Colorado

Boston Clothing House

BAIN WAGONS, thB

Bast Farm Wagon mado

RACINE -- SATTLEY CO., Vaklclaa
NAVAJO BLANKETS

GOOD FRIDAY SACRED TO MEMORY

OF CRUCIFIXION OF OUR LORD

-

THE LAS VEGAS BARGAIN HOUSE
JOBBERS OF

,.."
General

'&T'c:'lneLxLci.i&

Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

i

Browne & Manzanares

-

Seeds end Seeder
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drug's and Patent MedicinesHigh Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

oOLD

Cures

Ingestion

SORES

-

:

Headquarters In the Territory for

Plows. Agricultural mpleiiits
FULL

LINE OF

MEXICAN

MICLE

con-etant-

v.

'

WHOLESALE GROCERS

1

CURES

o.

SOAP

1

Retail Prices:
1,000

lbs., or moire, each delivery, 20c per

100

lbs,

xooo lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100 lbs,
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery! 50c per 100 lbs.

AQUA

PURA COMPANY

f Harvesters, Storers and Distributors

of Natural Ice, the
iurity and lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas
famous. Office: 701 Douglas avenue.

Eminent Authorities say
exercise ia needed by
the American People. That's all very
well, but, how can people with rheumatism follow that adTice? The answer is very simple use Ballard's
Snow Liniment and the rheumatism
will go; leaving you as spry as a colt
Gives flulck and permanent relief
from rheumatism, neuralgia, lame
back and all pains. Center Block
Depot Drug Co.

that

out-doo-

Mr. F. G. Ftltts, Oneonta, N.
writes:
"My little girl was greatly
benefited by takng Foley's Orino Laxative, and I think it is the best remedy for constipation and liver trouble." Foley's Orlno Laxative is beet
for women and children , as It Is mild,
nleasant and effective, and is a
j splendid spring medicine, as it clean-,se- s
the system and clears the
O. G. Schaefer and Red
I Cross
Drug Co.
n.
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fallen "behind in the race for command

1.

the air. Eut she need not worry!
ptic herself
sick over this for the time
of

1879.
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The Optic Publishing Company
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The latest despoller of ancient
beliefs is Dr. Paul Haupt, of
M. M. PADGETT...... ... EDITOR John
Hopkins university. He declares
that Jesii3 Cfcrlst was hot a Jew, but
apallllean and that he was born in
NazarCiiand, hot In 'Bethlehem. All
. Entered
at the Pogtofflce at East ot, which, may, be, true but the Import
ant, to nig is that Jesus Christ was
Las Vegas, N M., as second-clas- s
Christ.
Jesus
auttter.
'

V

itrOOUPOBATED

his-orlc-

'

!

Uncommon Jewelry

....
i.i
"TJncommou Jewelry Is our specialty. If you wish something in a
piece of Jewelry with exclusive distinctiveness, let us make it for you..
'
We will 'submit you designs fashioned from your-- ; own Ideas "and
when worked but in our 18 K. Filigree, it will be characterized for its
'
",
,,,
:
originality and rarity.
"
Let us please you as .we, have pleased hundreds of others.
A complete line, of precious, and
stones, Cameos, etc.,
are always to be found In our stock for mounting in our Uncommon
,.
jL.-.U Kc
vat
Jewelry.

when battles will be fought In the
air is at a considerable distance. '

...

semi-precio-

ROBE?JTAUPERT

'

1"

O

Maker of Uncommon Jewelry

Govrnor Haskell's position In his
libel suit against Editor Hearst will
not be strengthened much in t
....$7.00
theft from Mr.
65 popular mind by the
two suit cases
of
Hearst's
attorneys
.20
filled with evidence which they had
prepared for use in the case regard'
..$2.00 less of the effect this action may have
1.00
on the trial.

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily

Per Tear by Carrier..
Per- - Month by Carrier
Par Week by Carrier
Weekly.
One Year..
Blx Months

(.

Among the prominent heroines of
Chicago at the time being Is a young REFORMERS DRIVING
woman whose skill at Jlu jlsu enabled
AMERICANS ABROAD
her to overcome a robber. All the
girls In the country will probably take
up the study of this Japanese art of New York, .April 9. Commenting
for a week or so.
last night in the wave of prohibition
legislation now sweeping over the
A reasonable supposition is that Colonel Hoffman, in command of Okla- country, Richard Croker predicted
homa's army at the front, will piss that this course, If persisted in, would
the entire summer In the field. He drive the rich - Americans abroad,
has been ordered by Governor Has- where more liberal views prevail.
kell to keep after Crazy Snake until
"Europe," said, he "can give us
this awful redskin Is captured.
pointers on personal liberty. Here we
stopped horse racing, one of the
John Burroughs, the noted natural- grandest sports there is. We class It
as a crime. We
as to where
ist, declare! that it has not been and what a manlegislate drink.
The
may
proven to his satisfaction that the
whole question will resolve Itself to
iub luau wuicu uiea in me JMew iorE;
this:
loologlcal garden a few days ago w as
more than a thousand years old. How "We'll make our money here hut
will go to Euiope to enjoy it"
cruel of Mr. Burroughs to shatter such
Speaking of the president, whom he
a magnificent illusion.
met during his stay in Washington,
"He is a fine, big, splendid, whole-Great Britain assuredly has her souled man, genial and smart Hall
troubles In maintaining her alleged more than be equal to any emergeneupremacy In "military affairs. It cy that this country may have to face.
seems now that while she has been He is there with the poise and the
working overtime to keep her navy brains, backed with plenty of physical
the most powerful one afloat, she has strength."

La.s

Vego-s- ,

.,

New Mexico '

"

i

A. H. Reingrueber Brewing Co- a We are now making the finest beer in the
j

home industry and telephone your orders
bottle beer.
,'
PHONES MAIN 67, 61

fX

;

tons

Boost
Southwest.
for either keg or

and 32.

eelf-defens- a,

.

it! Why cough? Stop it!
Stop
Stop coughing! Coughing rasps and tears. Stop it! Coughing

prepares the throat and lungs for more trouble. Stop it ! There is
nothing so bad for a cough as coughing. Stop it! Ayer's Cherry
Pectoral is a medicine for coufihs and colds, a regular doctor's medi- O. Aver Co.,
cme. use it I Ask your doctor if this is not good advice. J.I.OWOH.
Mapi.

!

IN THE URGO MASTER
EUPHEMIE LOCKHART
At Duncan Opera Ho use, Tuesday Evening. .

HOOJESKA TO DE BURIED

BREAD WOULD NOT HISE

AT OLD HOME IN POLAND

SO HE JUMPED INTO SEA
Y
San Francisco, April 9. "If that
bread don't rise I'll jump into the
sea," P. H. Sluhme, baker on board
the steamer Mariposa, Is reported to
have said shortly before he disappeared from the deck of the Mariposa
on March 31 while the vessel was
plowing through the tropic seas en
route from Tahiti to San Francisco.
When: the Mariposa arrived in port
the officers reported the disappearance of Sluhme and the circumstances
surrounding seem to indicate that,
nervousi worried and exasperated be
cause his dough would not rise, the
chief baker committed suicide.
.

Los Angeles, April 9. The fcody of
Helena Modjeska was brought here
today by her husband, Count Bozen- ta. It will be placed in a vault until
The
shipped to Poland for burial.
count anticipates no trouble in enter
ing Poland, from which both he and
Modjeska were exiled years ago.
Actress Undergoes Operation.
April 9. Marie Dressier,
the actress, underwent an operation
'
here yesterday. A growth on the ton
sil was removed successfully. Her
physicians say the operation will result in restoring trer normal voice.
Chicago,

'

southern steare, $4.606.25;
southern cows,x $3.004.50; native
cows and heifers, $2.75 $6.20; stockSt Louis Wool Market
ers and feeder, $3.755.60; bulla,
St. "Louis, April 9. Wool nominal
$3.255.25; cclves, $3.757.50;' western steers, $4.806.50; western cows,
New York Money.
$3.505.50.
New .York, April f. Call ' money
Hogs Receipts, 8,000; market 5o
nominal; prime mercantile- - paper 3
lower; blk sales, $6.707.00; heavy,
4 per cent.
6J957.10; packers Jaud butchers,
$6.907.05; light $6.606.95; pigs,
Chicago Stock Market.
,
$5.256.00.
Chicago,' April 9. Cattle Receipts,
market
6,000;
Sheep Receipts,
3,000.
Market strong. Beeves, $4.85 steady to 10c lower. Muttons, $5.25
Texas steers, $4.505.70; 6.40; lambs, $6.507.90; range weh-er- s
7.15;
western steers, $4.255.70; stockers
$4.507.35; feeder ewes, $3.50
and feeders, $3.555.60j: cows and 6.10.
heifers, $3005.50;
calves, $5.50
7.75.
Planing Mill Burns.
Market is
Hogs Receipts, 16,000.
Oakland, April 9. The plants of the
strong, 6c higher. Light, $6.907.30;
George Eber planing mill and the
mixed, $7.00 7.87
heavy, $7.05
Standard
Packing company were de7.40; rough, $7.057.15; pigs, $5.80
.
bulk
6.70;
stroyed by fire yesterday. Loss esti
sales, $7.207.30.
Sheep Receipts, 6,000; market is mated ac j.uu.ouu.
weak. Natlces, $3.756.25; westerns
We often wonder how any person
$3.706.3O;
yearlings,
$6.257.30;
lambs, $5.508.30; western lambs. can be persuaded Into taking any:
$5.508.35.
thing but Foley's Honey and Tar for
coughs, colds and lung trouble. Do
Kansas City Stock Market.
not be fooled Into accepting "own
me genKansas City, April 9. Cattle Re ma&y ur uiuer uuuiuieB.
uine contains no harmful
and
ceipts, 2,000, Including 500 southerns; is in a yellow package. ' 0.drugs
G. Schae-fe- r
market steady. Native steers, $5,
and Red Cross Drug Co.
6.70;

MARKET REPORTS.
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New Washable Tailored Suits
and Lingerie Dresses

Suits
Spring Tailored
Priced.
Specially

Just In,

New

Spring Suits, in all the new shades and color
combinations, grays, greens, blues, catawba, wisteria,
cobalt, muscatelle, in flannels, worsteds, plain serges, the
new liipless coats, long slender, straight lines, with all the
new kinds of the Season's requirements.
Prices as

For Young Men
We show a swell line of Clothes, a tan cashmere,
nicely lined, long lapel, long granfall cut coat. Peg
trousers, cuffs, on coat
sleeves. Special,
. '
.

A large collection of beautiful new styles, blue, pink
and tan, so many, hard to describe them. About 50
different kinds,
O

fifi
(mfi
r

03. 5 to $15.00

ioiiows:

:

ii

$ 17.BO
20.B0

A

10W

f

mm

CJ

New, Tailored Waists

f

The $20.00 Salts, at
" ' 25.00
' " 27.00 " '

An elflffant Suit,"f fif.nnnrl nil nmnl ifVlObUU
nvui
labCOt
style, with all the "Dog" that goes with the young men's

The $30.00 Suits, at
?

35.00

"

40.00

v

"

$24.90

" "

27.75
33.BO

Advance styles. Ordered them express, rush, for
Easter. These are beautiful waists just out East, first
showing here, ask to see them, i

Special,

.

.

.

.

.

.

015.00

.

Boys' Knee Pant Suits
One Piece Silk Dresses Reduced

Easter Footwear

The Season's, most favored styles, new shades, new
colorings, easy fitting dresses these, so stylish and so
reasonable in price. The prices are;
;
The $25.00 Dresses,
"
" 220
44

$ 20.0O
t7.HO

'

20.00

The $15.00 Dresses,

"

12.CO

$ 12.78
10.73

16.00

Extra Special

Beautifully trimmed Hats
Amerlcau
worth
Panama,

Lord
and Taylor Silk
Hose, 10 different shades,
worth $1.75 a pair. Special,

2.50.

Special,

Ci.75

i

For Women, Misses, Boys, and children. New Pumps,
ankle strap, Eate Greenway style, all leathers, new lasts,
with bow or buckle. OXFORDS the very latest lasts,
in Ox blood, Vici, Patent polt, Gunmetal, Russia tan,
turned or welt soles, cuban or military heels; one, two,
three, four or five eyelets. EVERYTHING, the largest

$12.50
7.50

Hats..;......'.XJ5
'
"

...vt

BOYS'

a.os

-

Misses' Shoes Pnmps A Oxfords, too many to describe.
we can please yon. Price, $1.SO to 3.00m

:

Plaited or plain,

THE

style.

1

fH

ll

1

E. Las Vegas.

it

t

4--

FOOTWEAR

ii a

ii

Special,

in

hands, new Spring

7'FlorsheimMEN'S
shoes
leathers,

SI.OO.

SOo, 78c, 1.00.

-

1

r

n.m.v

a

4.00

;

Oxfords, all

and S8.0O.

Young Men's Trooper
Hats.
,

0

.Moss, Stone, Maple, 2,80

83.00m

Ask

about

our

Pocket Hat, all colors.

Last Call

OF QUALITY"

'

-

new

Fine Easter Neckwear.

PER CECJT OFF
OF

STORE

'l

stripes
or color combinations, coat

FOR SATURDAY and FRIDAY WE OFFER
ON ENTIRE STOCK

Men 's Fine Shirts.

Bat

Boys' Shoes Oxfords, "Holland" is the mark, genuine oak
soles, all leathers, Ox blood tan, & patent, 2. BO to 3. SO.

TECJ

'

C4.5Q.

BEST HATS, CAPS, SHIRTS,
WAISTS, SHOES.

,

line ever shown here, and from the best makers, every
'
;
pair guaranteed (except patents.)

s"i Easter Millinery
:

$5.

.

.

01. G5

An opportunity of selecting your latest hat at
small cost and considering the time of
year this is
a good investment. : , f
;.
...
H,iv

We. give away! An Ingersol dollar
watch, free with
every boys Suit sold at
OO or over.
We show the latest style Suits, New York
Styles.
We have a large and complete-lineWe feature boys
all wool suits, 2 pairs Knickerbocker Pants at

'

Children' Hats
Specially Priced
!

;

-

Dollar

a

Theistfek:Stm On.

Have4 addsd a few waists we had
reserved and
chopped theprices,it is worth your while. Also washable and lingerie dresses, reduced.
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HOUSE CLEANING NEEDS OOGOOOOOOOO
O
Emi I
II f
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JU8T WHO ARE THE ENGLISH?
London the Center of a Mighty
pire Vast Population.

1

If this question: Who are the Eng-lishwere asked, either of the aver-agEnglishman or of the average
American visitor to England, the an
swer would probably be both inaccur
ate and confusing. . The average Englishman knows little of the origin of
his race, and is not of the mental
makeup that sets much store by such
matters in any case' and the American pays little need to anything except to what comes directly under his
notice as he travels about to and from
London as his center.
London itself is a city of some four
million six hundred and odd thousand
inhabitants. It is a small nation in
itself.
The total population of the
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland
Is only 43,660,000 (1906). But London
Is not England. The United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland is not
England, with its total area of 121,000
square miles.
No; what the world
knows as England is the British empire, which includes the above, and In
addition some 11,400,000 square miles,
and a population of about 410,000,000.
The known surface of the globe is estimated at about 65,000,000 square
miles; its total population is believed
to be about 1,800,000,000. The British
empire therefore occupies more, than
h
of the earth's surface, and its
population is also more than
or about 22 per cent of the inhabitants
'
of the globe.
That is England! In Asia they have
a population of some 237,000,000; in
Africa a population of some 31,000,-000- ;
in America a population of some
6,000,000; in the West Indies some
2,000,000; in Australasia some 6,500,-.000- ,
and so on. When you walk the
streets of London therefore you are
in the capital of something over one-fiftof the world. These gentlemen
in clubs and offices and in the streets
are masters of the world. There must
be a great many of them, and they
must be very wonderful men, one says
to oneself. No, the population of
Great Britain and Ireland is, as we
have seen, only about 43,500,000, and
what of them? Scribner's.
o

Thl Edison Phonocfanh
is an entertainer Ithatrcomes into
your home at a small price and
brings with it the music of the
world rendered by, the 'world's
.greatest artists.
Hear Levi and His Band, Ada
Jones, Harry Lauder,? Press Eld-rig- e
and hundreds of other musical
stars at our store.
.

Telephone Main 3

wimTrtiP

-

nnnn rn

BRIDGE STREET
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
PERSONALS.
Hon. M. C. de Baca of this city,
.former superintendent of public Instruction, is spending a few days in
Santa Fe on business.
', Mrs. L. R.
Layton has returned to
1
I
1L
vui- lire tuuuie iu xui
cny iruiu
'
iente. She made a short visit in
Santa Fe on her return trip.
Mrs. W. S. Hope and daughter left
on No. 2 today for Jefferson City,
Mo., after a pleasant visit this winter
with her sister, Mrs. Oscar E. Burch.
B. Sleyster, of Albuquerque, after
adjusting the loss on the Cromwell
building on Railroad avenue, and
purchasing from the Las Vegas hospital a choice assortment of roses,
left for his home in the Duke city. '
Ambassador James Bryce arrived in
Santa Fe 'ast evening at 11 o'clock
-on President Ripley's private car attached to train No. 8 from the west.
Mr. Bryce is on his way to Washington, D. C, from a visit to the Pacific
coast He passed through Las Vegas
this noon on No. 10 and took a short
walk during the stop for idnner.

one-fift-

one-fift-

,

11.

--

h

NOW that the dust has been settled
do not know of a more opportune time to do your house cleaning, in
'
time for EASTES. ;
GOOD THINGS

IN

HOUSEHOLD

6
o
0

NECESSITIES:

0' CIDO.CGO.CO

0

0

35o for 50e mounted ?ft. window shades.
48o for 65c mounted 7 ft window shades.
1.15 per 60 yd roll of corrugated carpet
lining-o-

2c jd,

0

'

4c yard for 6c cotton inlaid carpet lin-- .
inn. v..
18o yard for the new red or green 36
in. curtain net.
29o yard for the new Arabian or white
50 in. curtain net.
.

0

0

Call and inspect all the new curtain
nets and latest In lace curtains,
l,8o yard for best white and colored

0
0

'

6n yard for best shelf oil cloth .)""
70 in.
89o for 1,20 ell
wide,
linen 72 in.
95o for 1.35
;
wide.

,

O. T.

HOSKIN, Cashier.
F. K JANUARY, Asst. Cuhlw,

0

0;
0.
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A NEST EGG.
Unlike the rolling: atone that gathers no
moss, when you start a small sum of money
rolling
IN OUR DIRECTION
it grows as it goes.
n
What better way can you celebrate Eastertide than by having us make out a book in your
name? It's the first step on the road toward
independence, and
IT'S THE FIRST STEP THAT COUNTS.
'

-

.,;

'

LAS

Full lines of
21o for 35c Turkish toweling.
Oome to us for all Household Needs

VEGAS

mm

.

...

0
0
0

0v
0
0

SAVffiQS DAtUt

OFFICE

WITH

AUNT TERRITORIAL

Opposite Y. M.

RELATIVES OF MURDERED
MAN IGNORE

WHEN YOU ARE GOING TO PAPER CALL UP

LANDS IN SAN MIGUEL

C. A.

HIS WIFE

The feud be
tween the families of Harry Sampson and his wife, 'Georgia
Allyh
Sampson, on trial charged with his
murder, was brought out In court to
day when the father, mother! s.ster
and brother of the slain man were
called as witnesses.
They showed without reserve bitter
hostility toward the young wife of
Harry Sampson. They admitted unhesitatingly that they had refused to
see her when they went to the Allyn
of
the
house on being informed
Mrs.
death. Young
young man's
Sampson was then in her bedroom In
tears, but Gertrude Sampson, her
husband's sister; Mrs. Harriet Sampson, his mother, and the other members of his family, declared that they
would not go to see her.
Lyons, Ni Y., April 9.

,

The territorial commissioner of pub
lic lands advises that on March 4,;
1909, the territorial lands listed below were vacant and subject to lease,
all lying within San Miguel county.
Leases are granted fpr a term of five
years for grazing or agricultural purposes' and upon moderate rental. Par
ties interested or desiring to lease can
obtain blank applications, full infor
mation as to procedure, etc., by addressing Robert P. Ervien, commissioner of public lands, Santa Fe, N. M.
The following list shows all vacant
school sections, San Miguel county:
10 North 12 East Sec 36
11 North 12 East Sec 16
11 North 14 East Sec 16 and 36
11 North 15 East Sec. 16
12 North 12 East Sec. 36
12 North 14 East Sec 16 and 36
12 North 17 East Sec 16
12 North 29 East Sec. 16 and 36 i
13 North 16 East Sec 16
13 North 17 East Sec 36
13 North 22 East Sec. 16 and 36

.

-

i,

t

.

The Las Vegas Lumber Co.
And let them quote you their prices on both the paper and

the hanging.
LARGEST

NEWEST PATTERNS.

STOCK.
"

PRICES

LOWEST.

'

Phone Main 150 and have sample books brought to your
home for selections.
'

I

North 23 East
North 24 East
North 25 East
14 North 16 East
14 North 17 East
14 North 20 East
14 North 22 East
14 North 24 East
15 North 20 East
15 North 23 East
15 North 24 East
16 North 13 East
16 North 14 East

13

Sec. 16 and 36

13
13

Sec

36

Sec. 16
Sec. 36
Sec, 16 and 36
Sec. 16
Sec. 16 and 36
V
Sec. 16
Sec. 36
r

Sec

36

Sec. 36

Sec
Sec

36

'

'

;

;

16 North
16 North
17 North
17 North
17 North
17 North
18 North

22 Bast
23 East
22 East
23 East

24
26
24

North 25
18 North 28
18

East
East
East
East
East

See. 36
Sec. 16
Sec. 36

Sec
Sec

86
16 and 36
Sec 16
Sec. 16 and 36
Sec 36
Sec 36

If you have a strong point In your
character, don't make It a weakness
by admiring It too much.

;

16

,

,

0
00

Can fJIIguBt National Bank

"Dead" Horse Came to Life.
"If a man wants to encourage calamities that sometimes result in miracles,
'all he has to do is to send a son to
"
college and present him with an
declared the father of a
young man now in his second year at
one of the big universities.
"That boy of mine was likely to
bankrupt me with his calls for money
to pay damages to and by his machine
MURDERESS OF SHEEP
until I wrote him that in future he
HERDERS AT LIBERTY must cover all such expenses out of
his allowance, which is about ten
times what my father gave me when
Basin, W50. April 9. Public indig- I went to college.
"For a time there wasn;t a single
nation over the assassination of Jo demand from him, but the other week
Jews Barred from Health Resorts.
St. Petersburg, April 9. A dispatch
.Allemand, Joe Emge and., Joe Lazier, be sent me a, telegram like this: 'Wire
the Ten- - me $300 immediately. Have killed
from Pyatigorsk, a watering place in
by sheep tamp raiders-in- "
.man's horse.' Of course I said things
the governor of the
but
down,
is
quieting
country
j
leep
unfit to repeat, and finally telegraphed Caucasia, says
orders that Jews
issued
has
'
a
province
is
grinr him: 'Demand exorbitant Will be
'Is not decreasing, and there
denied' admission to the health re
be
to
on
compromise.'
public determination inai me perpe"Imagine my amazement, in view of sorts in the Caucasia during the com
trators of the bloody crime shall be the horse's late demise, at receiving ing season. Jewish musicians are, al
within two hours this Inexplicable re so baiced from playing in government
rnd down and brought to justice. ,
No crime in the history of the ply: 'Don't trouble to come. Horse orchestras.
county, and there has been a number recovering.'"
atrocious,
Andrews Does Something.
that were particularly
80 Sudden.
aroused the inhabitants as has the
April 9. Gold, eilver
Washington,
is
Smithers was paying a rather formal
Spring Creek raid, and everywhere
or mines, lo
or
deposits
quicksilver
he
which
call
mentally prom
mur- evening
expressed the sentiment that the
within
cated
He
any private land callm
ised himself would be the last
derers must be detected and brought had never cared for Mabel anyway, the mineral rights which were grant
to account
he told himself, and the last few days ed by law to the claimant of the land
Sheriff Felix Alston, it is said, has had dispelled the last illusion. In the will be declared open and free to ex
midst of a conversation which lagged
found "some important evidence.
ploration under the mining laws, If
There would be no surprise should horribly, despite Mabel's loquacity, the the bill introduced by IDelegate An
the Tensloep district before long be doorbell rang. said
a law.
Mabel, as she came drews of New Mexico becomes
"Too bad,"
which will stararrests
of
scene
ythe
back from listening at the hall door,
tle the. state becase of the prominence 'It's that horrid Jones. What shall
Unkissed Son of Dowie Beaten.
involved.
"
and wealth cf the persona
Com
i' dor
Mich., April 9.
Muskegon,
The scattered sheep of Allemand
"Say you're out" suggested Smith plete returns now available snow
toers.
and Emge "have been gathered
on Monday of
a herd- , "Oh, I promised mself the first of that the political debut
gether and placed in charge of
the unkissed
Dowie,
A.
J.
Gladstone
a
to
tell
never
adstory again.
the year
er, pending the appointment f of
Dowie, the
Alexander
eon
of
John
But suppose I say I I'm engaged?
ministrators of the dead men. A comre
movement
Zion
the
of
And Smithers, overcome by such
prophet
paratively great number of people, calamity, in hesitating for a word, was sulted in defeat Gladstone
Dowie
considering the remoteness of the lost
...'.was a candidate for clerk of Montague
scene of the
spot have sited the
township on an independent ticket
bodExcusable.
gruesome crime and viewed the
remains
Charlotte Perkins Gllman,
Mrs.
ies of the slain eheep and the
TO" HIS LIKING
of the burned camp equipment.
sneaking in New York recently, said NOT ENTIRELY
of the "What is a Woman? Nothing but the
secretary
S.
Walker,
George
relative of a man. She is ths Guide's Objection to Bear Too Much
Wyoming Wcol Gorwers' association, female
.
Alive for Comfort
the wife or the mother oi i
reward
daughter,
to
the
dded
$1,000
which has
man is the noun; the
The
somebody.
lias
v nt the murderers,
cw i
Miss Geraldine Farrar, at a luncheon
JAJI VUC
woman the preposition. She is always
addressed
strong letter to Governor of from, to or by never the thing in her honor in Philadelphia, marveled
of
at the American hotel manager's dis
B. B. Brooks, requesting, on behalf
itself, never an independent entity.
of the dog.
the association, that the state'spare , If Mr. Charlotte Perkins Gilman like
one objects to a nice little dog
"No
to
man
he
in
beycan
ought
a
give
isn't
proud
it
no possible assistance
she said, "but over here they
abroad,"
Dealer.
Plain
Cleveland
in
and
running down the murderers
"
fear a dog as much as. Pete Wilson
' .
I
feared
bring them to Justice.
offer
Not Worth Touching.
to
is
requested
"But
is
that
a
story, a bear story,
The governor
the
The Souse Yessir, I fell down in and I must begin at the beginning.
as large a reward in the name of
the gutter, and nobody paid any at
"A party of easterners went bear
state as is possible. It is expected
tention to me.
in California. Pete Wilson
anhunting
be
will
reward
state
30
that the
His Pa You must have felt like
led the party, and day and night he
receives
nounced when the governor
cents.
boasted of his skill as a bear killer.
The Souse Nope somebody woulda They got no bear on the hunt, and
a formal request from jhe prosecutlooked
worth
if
I
me
tint Pete grieved terribly.
county.
up
picked
ing attorney of Big Horn
" "This is good enough grub,' he
much.
would say, as he pitched into a cold
Oil Tanks Explode.
S
can of preserved meat, 'but the finest
Cruel Candor. ',
Point' Richmond, Cak April 9.
"i see you have my pamphlet tn meal In the world, in my opinion, is a
-said the economist. "WW bear steak, grilled to a turn over a log
Seven men were nun, iuu.
an your desk,"
of
fire.
O
an
01 lti
i'
in
explosion
tnmK
do you
alnce have died,
"
Pete
6ne
bear.'
of
an
growled
and
'Gjmme
barrels
between,"
betwixt
500,000
"It's
confiningoil tank,
too day. f Gimme a good bear brile. I'm
friend.
"It's
heartless
Oil
tbe
Standard
wrd
sick of this canned stuff. '
oil, "belonging to the
The tank is Jalit as an argument and not Leavy gettin"
a neighbor.
"'Lookout!'
. cried
company this morning.
weight.
paper,
enough for,.
tanks
bear right behind you.
'Thercsa
now on fire and sixty other,
oil
barreSs of
man!'
containing 15,010,000
interested Parties.
fire.
"Pete gave one look. It was a bear,
of
catching
in
?ianS3r
are
De Broke I'm engaged to Mips sure enough. He turned very pale, and
Bucks the heiress..
bounded off into the woods.
van Stoo Gee! Has it been an-" "We thought you liked bear?" they
,
y ROCIADA RESORT.
......
pnnnced?
said
sarcastically to him on his return.
Rociada valley, near the
Tn th
De Broke Only informaily,' to' mj
'So I do,' said Pete, 'but that feller
or
Write
nice.
mountains." Srerrtldsg
creditors.
wasn't well enough done.' "
Rociada. N. M.
phone L. G. Qulggs.
auto-.mobile,-
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SIX
WILL SHIP. DEAD CHINESE

wishes
Competent stenographer
extra work from 4:30 to 6:30 p. m.
Address A.' C, general delivery, East
Laa Vegas, N. M.
A MONTH, $70 expense allowance at start,' to put out merchan
dise and grocery catalogue9- - Mail
Order House, American Home Sup
ply company, Desk 41, Chicago, 111.

90

4--

Wanted Woman to do general
housework. No children need apply.
Address Box 426 East Las Vegas, N.
M.

,

WANTED Intelligent man or woman
to take territory, and appoint can-- vassers to sell our water filters.
Exclusive territory and nice, profitable work for the right party. Seneca Filter Co., Seneca Mo.
:

4--

WANTED You to buy lumber direct
from the mills. Prices right S. L.
Barker, Buelah, N. M.
Girl for general
work; apply 1100 Seventh

house

WANTED

street

FOR RENT

FOR RENT The rooms over Chas
Rosenthal's store.
The Rosenthal Bros,
FOR RENT
hall for. dances, socials and dancing
'
"
schools.
'

FOR RENT Two or three furnished
rooms, with electric light and bath.
717 Fifth street
7
:

4--

FOR .RENT Nicely furnished room
In .best location, modern, private
house, steam heat,, electric Hghtn,
hot and cold water; no ladles. Inquire Optic.
FOR RENT Furnished house. Apply
41011 Tllden.
-l

-

FOR RENT
Furnished rooms for
light Housekeeping, 721 4th st
FOR SALE.

FOR SALE One lot of show cases
and table counters." Chas Rosenthal.
For Sale Cheap High grade piano
slightly used. Party leaving town.
P. O. Box E52.

FOR SALE Barber' chair, pole, bath
tuba and, heater. 223 Grand avenue.
,4.7
FOR SALE A good 1,200 lb farm
horse. M. L. Cooleya stable.
FOR SALE Good
range, very
cheap;, several other things at 512
Tenth street

FOR SALE Some good gentle horses,
one wagon, one hack and a good set
of harness.
Inquire 924 Lincoln
v

street.

4.3

,

"FOR SALE Carriage,
1016 Fifth street

good as new.

Order your shade trees, shrubberies,
vines, etc., of L. Hoban, Montezuma

Farm or Las Vegas,

900-ye-

Eatriy Advertisement.
Notice la Hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
John Bell, Mountain Park, N. M.
t:
One bay horse, about
hands high, split in left ear.
Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
On left hip
One gray mare, 14 hands high, un- broken.
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal bains' unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner 'on or
before April 22, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub. Apr 1, last pub. Apr 12, 1909
To-wl-

--

Estray Advertisement.
Notice is thereby given to whom it
may concert that the following (In
scribed estray animal was taken up by
John Schneider, Roy, N. M.
One bay horse, about 11
yrs old, weight about 800 lbs, strip In
face, right front foot white and left
hind foot white. .. ,'
.
Branded
On left hip
RnM anlm'al holne unknown to this
Board, unless, claimed by owner on or
before AprH 22, '09, said date being 10
davit after last Rnnearance of this ad
vertisement said estray will be sold
hv this Board for the benefit of tne
owner when found. CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Las Vegas. N. M.
1st pub. Apr 1,' Iast -pub. Apr 12, 1909
To-wl- t:

'

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
mav concer that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
John C, Kelley. Hillsboro, N. M:
One sorrel streanea xacea
mare, unbroken, about 7 yrs old, 14
hands high, weight 7&o lbs.
Branded v
On left shoulder
1771
Branded
'
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to thla
Board, unlesB claimed by owner on or
before April 22, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
.... CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
In spite of all the agitation in fa
Las Vegas, N. M.
;
vor of woman suffrage, that cause Is 1st pub. Apr 1, last pub. Apr 12, 1909
not gaining ground in the United
' Estray Advertisement.
States, according to the conclusions
Notice is hereby given to whom It
ofvMrs, Rossiter Johnson, wife of the
may concern that the following dehistorian, whose book "Wqman and scribed estray animal was taken up by
the Republic" summing up the results Chas. Rudulph, Rociada, N. M.
cow
One red white-faceof this movement is soon to be pub
with calf, also a white face.
lished by the National League for the
Branded
Civic Education of Women. In a sum
On left hip
,
mary giving the results of attempts
to enact equal suffrage laws in-- var
ious parts of this country during the
Said
being unknown to this
past dozen years, Mrs. Johnson shows Board, animal
unless cialmed by owner on or
that this proposal has been defeated before April 22, '09, said date being 10
on an average once in every twenty. days after last appearance of this ad
seven days during that period. Ap- vertisement, said estray will be sold
by thla Board for the benefit of the
parently the result of the suffragist owner
when found.
campaign so far has been to arouse
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
the opposition of women themselves
Laa Veg-- a, N. M.
to the plan to give them the ballot 1st pub. Apr 1, last pub. Apr 12, 1909
Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish, , whose , in
Estray Advertisement
fluence in New York society Is great
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
er than that of any other one woman, may concern that the following deis the latest leader
to
come out scribed estray animal was taken up by
Hagerman, N. M.
stronglyagainst the plan to give J. W. Stewart,
horse
OneVlark
brown
votes to women. , Any woman of
mule, about 12 or 13 hands high, 7
brains can get more for herself and or
8 yrs .old.
for fyer sex from men under present
Branded
On right shoulder
conditions than she possibly could by
use of the ballot. Is Mrs. Fish's opinSaid animal being unknown to thla
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
ion.
before April 22, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this adORDINANCE NO. 341.
vertisement said estray wJH be sold
An
ordinance making appropria by this Board for the benefit of the
tions for the purposes of defrayl ig owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
all current expenses and liabilities of
Laa Vegas. N. M. '
(
the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico, 1st pub. Apr
1, last pub. Apr 12, 1909
for the fiscal year ending on the 81st
Estray Advertisement
day of March, A. D. 1910.
Netlce Is hereby given to whom It
Section 1. That there be and the
nay concern that the following desame are hereby appropriated for the scribed estray animal was
taken np by
purposes of defraying all cerrent ex- Enrique Baca, Santa Rosa, N. M.
One dark bay mare, 6 yra
penses and liabilitiea of the City, of
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for the fis old, 14 hands high, weight 650 lbs.
Left leg white.
cal year ending on the 31st day of
Branded'
March, A. D. 1910, the sums . and
On left .shoulder .
amounts
hereinafter
Said animal being unknown to this
designated.
enumerated and appropriated, to be Board, unless claimed br owner 'on or
respectively used for the objects and before April 22, '09, said date being 10
after last appearance of tills adpurposes hereinafter set forth and days
vertisement said; estray will be sold
designated
by this Board for tb benefit of the
For the payment of interest
owner when found;
CATTLE SANITARY BO ABB,
on the bonded lndebeted- Laa Vegaa, H. M.
ness of said city:
$ 3,000.00 1st
1, last pub. Apr 12. 1909
Apr
pub.
For the payment of salaries
2,550.00
'
V
s..
For the payment of light- Advertisement
Estray
. ing the
Notice la hereby given to whom It
city
'2,000.00
For the payment of water
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
rents
2,500.00
R. L. Roberts, Laguna, N. M.
For the maintenance and Imt:
One bay mare, 9 yrs old
provements of the public
Branded
parks
1,000.00
On right hip
For the maintenace of the
Said animal being unknnvn t thla
Carnegie Public Library..
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
For miscellaneous and conbefore April 22, '09, said date being 10
3,000.00 days after last appearance of this adtingent expenses
vertisement said estray will be sold
by thla Board for the benefit of the
A grand total for all purowner when 'found.
.... $14,050.00
poses
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
Laa Vegaa, N. M.
Section 2. This ordinance shall
take effect and be In force from and 1st peb. Apr 1. last pub. Apr 12, 1909
after its passage and publication as
Foley's Honey and Tar is a saferequired by law.
guard against serious results from
Enacted this 24th day of March, A. spring colds, which inflame the lungs
and develop Into pneumonia. Avoid
D. 1909.
counterfeits by insisting upon having
Approved: ' K. D. GOODALL,
the genuine Foley's Honey and Tar,
.
Attest;
Mayor.
which contains no harmful drugs. O.
CHAS. TAMME. City Clerk.
3t G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
.

To-wlt- :-

LJ

To-wl- t:

FOR SALE Delivery wagon, cheap.
Inquire V. F. Martinez, Bridge st

-

(Continued from Page 2)
ted without trouble unless some; of
the Chinese sailors become excited
about ghosts. Friends and relatives
will meet the steamer on its arrival
in China, in much the same miunor
as though its passengers were alive
and each body will be taken by them
to that spot in the empire whew its
ancestors lie.
Turtle Breaks Record.
The fable of the hare and tha tortoise received a severe set bacx this
week when bl turtle at the zoo broke
all speed records within the muulul
pal limits either by bird, beast , or
machine. In fact Adam, a
old turtle from the Gallapagos Islands
who weighs f 300
in the Pacific,
'
pounds, and has never before succeeded in covering more than a mile
in an hour, actually traveled unaided
a quarter of a mile in nine seconds,
or at the rate of more than 100 miles
an hour. Indeed for the first time in
the history of the species a turtle
came near being arrested for exceeding the speed limit. The whole affair came as a result of Adam's escape from the reptile house at' the
zoo which 'was discovered less than
an hour after it happened, There
was no excitement over the escape
for Keeper Twomey explained that
tit "old party traveled about. jK."'inUe
a C&y, so that, his capture would he
eary. As a matter of fact Adam whs
t: a eked through the snow by Two
keepers, who shortly came upon" him
at the top of the park's steepest and
longest hill. . Adam got there first
by about a second and the next thing
that the keeper saw was the ancient
turtle sliding down hill at a rate
which before his coast was stopped
became almost two miles a minute.
Once the slide was over it was an
easy matter to capture him, but because of his 300 pounds weight It
was necessary to bring (the turtle
back to the zoo in an . automobile,
thus giving him In addition to his
speed record that of being the first
turtle to ride in an auto.

N. M.

4-- 2

FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de
scriptlon. Notary seals and record)
at the Optic office.
OLD newspapers for sale at The
tic office. 10 cents a bundle.

Op-

d

Ear-mar- k

To-wi- t:

ZY

'

Amendment of Ordinance No. 315 of
the CWy of Las Vegas, N. M.
Be it ordained by the City Council
of the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico, that Section one (1) of Ordinance
(No. 315, eatitled, "An Ordinance relating to and licensing music, etc., in
saloons and gambling houses, or in
front thereof: prohibiting the maintenance of beds, lounges, etc., in wine
rooms, and prohibiting women from
entering saloons In the City of Las
Vegas, New Mexico, providing penal
ties thereof, and for other purposes,"
be and is hereby amended by adding
thereto: Provided, that this'ordinance
' or any of the provisions thereof shall
not affect or lu any way be applica
ble to "coin music boxes" (meaning
music boxes operated by the dropping
' of a coin therein).
Enacted the 2d day of March, A. D.
1909.

-

K. D. GOODALL,
Mayor.
3t
TAMME, City Clerk.

Approved:
!

'

Attest:
CHAS.

of Pound a Week
Is what a young baby ought
to gain In weight Does yours T If
not there's something wrong with Its
digestion. Give it McGee's Baby El
Ixir and It will begin gaining at once.
Cures stomach and bowel troubles,
aids digestion, stops fretfulness, good
for teething babies.
Price 25c and 50c. Center Block
Depot Drug Co.
4

st least

Many a man wants a medal for aim
j)ly doing his duty.

FRIDAY,

To-wi- t:

t:

'

To-wi-

APRIL 9,

1909

Ettrsy Advertisement

Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal waa taken up by
Ben Cox, Falrvew, N. M.
One bay horse, 10 yrs old,
13 hands high, weight about 600 lbs.
Branded
W I
.
V JL
On left hip.
Said animal being unknown to thla
Board, unless' claimed by owner on or
before April 22, 09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of thla ad
vertisement said estray will be sold
by thja Board for the benefit of the
owner wnen iouuo.
CATTLE SANITARY BO ARB,
Laa Vegaa, N. M.
let pub. Apr 1, last pub. Apr 12, 1909

USE

To-wl- t:

Eatray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It
mav ennnnrn that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Manuel Maldanado, Mcmtosn, is. m.
One light bay colt, 1 year
old.
'
Branded
On left hip.
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before April 22, '09, said date Being 10
day after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by thla Board for the benefit of the
owner when found. '
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Laa Vegas, N.'M,
1st pub. Apr 1, last pub. Apr 12, 1909
To-wi- t:

.

Estray Advertisement.
Nntfae is hereby riven to whom it
mnv onnoarn that, the IOIIOWmK uS-scribed estray animal was taken up by
. m.
John T. Muir, Lorasmirg
t:
One small bay horse, 3 yrs
old, 14 hands qign.
Branded .
' 1 1
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before Anril 22. '09. said date being 10
days after last appearance of thla advertisement said eatray will be sold
by thla Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Las Vegas, N. M,
1st pub. Apr.l, last pub. Apr 12, 1909

BOSS PATENT FLOUR
And You Will Always Have

-

THE

BOSS BREAD

'

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers
Meet your Friends at.

Opera Bar
D. L. CHAMBERS, Prop.

:

To-wi-

Sharwood Hyo
Servod Dlrooi front Barrel

Old Taylor Dourbon

II

Estray Advertisement.
Notice Is hereby given to whom. It
that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken np by
Will McCall, Rodey, N. M.
black
One small
horae,
ohniit 13 hnnria hnh fi vrs old this
spring, gelding, with gray spot In
loreneaa ana wniie mna teei.
I A M
Branded
J f 111
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to thli
Board, unless claimed by owner on 01
before April 22, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
wner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
LaA Vegas, N. M.
1st pub. Apr 1, last pub. Apr 12, 1909

Billiard Hall in connection.

little ash

No soot and

Try our Yankee Coal

to the ton.

2Q00 pomms

Everything in the building
A complete stock of wall paper.'

line-Lo- west

prices

PHONE MAIN 56

.

To-wi- t:

E Las Vegas, NM

520 Douglas Ave

To-wi- t:

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal waa taken up by
John Bell, Mountain Park, N. M.
One red white faced cow.
Branded
fSS
, On left ribs
ffliJ
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before April 22, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of thla advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub. Apr 1, last pub. Apr 12, 19 9

Ik

V

MMBEB CO,

COOKS

spirit

OKI

wm I

HENR.Y WATTERSON,

Editor.

Is a National Newspaper, Democratic in
It prints all the news without
politics.

"fear or favor.

The regular price is $1.00
a year, but you can get the WEEKLY
COURIEROJJRNAL and the

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
J. S. Spencer, Eastview, N. M.
t:
One bay pony, 14 hands
yra old.
high,
Branded
l"T
On left hlp"
fcftj
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before April 22, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Las Vegas; N.'M.
1st pub. Apr 1, last pub. Apr 12, 1909
To-wi-

10-1- 2

Eatray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
R. Xi. Roberts,' Laguna, N. M.
One bay mare, 10 yrs old,
Branded '
' On left hip
Said animal being unknown to tills
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before April 22, .'09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of thla advertisement said estray will be sold
by thla Board for the benefit of the
owner when found. '
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB.
Laa Vegaa, N. M.
1st pub. Apr 1, last pub. Apr 12, 1909

AND

0

Both One Year F6r S2.00

'

if you will give or send your order to
this paper not to the Courier-Journa-l.'

Td-wi- t:

r
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
R. L. Roberts, Laguna, N. M;
One bay mare, 10 yrs old.
Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
FT
L-On left hip
J
One bay stud, 2 yrs old.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to thla
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before April 22, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of thla advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
Laa Vegas, N. M.
let pub. Apr 1, last pub. Apr 12, 1909

Daily

Courier-Journa-

Sunday

a Year

l,

Courier-Journ-

Daily Optic,

a Year

al

One

$6.00
2.00

Year

-

7.00

We can give you a combination cut rate on
Daily1 or Sunday if you will write this paper.

'

To-wi- t:

.
Estray Advertisement.
Estray Advertisement.
(
Notice la hereby given to whom It Notice la hereby given to whom
It
'
deconcern
the
that
may
following
may concern that the following , described estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was
taken un bv
O. P. Wells,. Texlco, N. M. '
N. M.
Santiago
Lujan.
Pecos,
One black horse, two white
Vhlte-facered cow.
hind legs, 4 yrs old, weight 800 lbs.
Branaea--O'
Branded
f
left
ribs
'
To-wl- t:

ro-wi- t:

d

n

On

left

Branded
On

Jaw

left hip

i

J

1

Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before April 22, '09, said date being 10
days alter last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Laa Vegaa, N. M.
1st pub. Apr 1, last pub. .Apr 12, 1909

Ear-mar-

k

Sall animal being unknown t this
Board, unless cmime
ku nnrnA uii ur
uhjjqi
before April 22, '09, said jdate
being 10
moi appearance or thla adRnM
vertisement.
-spfMv
iuit un sola
.'w
by thla Board for the
benefit of the
vvrucr wueu ionnd.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Laa
N. M.
1st pub. Apr 1. last pub.Vegaa,
Apr 12, 1909
v
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REMARKABLE

THE W. M. LEWIS COMPANY.

The only exclusive undertaken In
Lm Vegas.
Botb Phones Office wad Residence
610 Lincoln Avenue

Some of the Kangaroo Girls in "The Burgomaster," at Duncan
Opera House Next Tuesday Night.

IMITATOR

TO GIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Tom Cor wine, the polyphonic imitator, who can accurately reproduce
any sound from a song bird to a sawAND
mill, has recently given a series of
entertainments at the Santa Fe read.-inShort Orders and Regular Dinners
rooms along the line, to the imTHE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED mense delight
of the railroad, men and
their families, who were privileged
to hear him.
In addition to his own parts, Mr.
SOCIETY AND
DIRECTORY
Corwlne has with him an excellent
reader, Miss Mayfa M. Haines. Miss
Haines makes a specialty of child imCHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. P. & A.
PHYSICIANS.
personations and was exceedingly
M.
comRegular
- ,
well liked by the reading room peoDR.
HAMMOND
E.
L.
munlcation first and
who have heard some high grade
ple,
.
DENTIST
third Thuisdays In
readers this season.
Both
each month. Visit Suite 4, Crockett Building.
which Mr,
Every entertainment
phones at office and residence.
lng 'brothers cordial
Busser sends out is obliged to miss
ly Invited. Geo. H. KJnkeL W. M.,
some of the reading rooms, and 'this
Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
DR. G. L. JENKINS
one happened to skip Las
,
Vegas.
Hearing of the great popularity of
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERT NO. 2,
DENTIST
' this attraction, and feeling assured
the people of ;Las Vegas would ap
Knights Templar. Regular
'Ob conclave second Tuesday In
Over Hedgcock's Shoe Store
preciate an opportunity to hear Mr.
Corwine, the secretary has arranged
each month at Masonic
Phone Vegas 79
,
with Mr. Corwine for a date on the
7:30
m.
S.
Joha
Clark,
p.
ffemple,
return trip, which will be given at the
F. R. LORD, DENTIST
IV. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
Y. M. C. A., Monday evening, April
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams)
12.
As Mr. Corwine is now on his
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROT Office Pioneer
Building, over Grand own time and expense, instead of tL
Arch Masons.
Regular
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone Santa Fe's, it was- necessary to paj
convocation first Monday In
'
,
Main 67.
him for this engagement, so a nomieach month at Masonic
nal charge of 35c (school children,
M. R.
Temple, 7:30 p. m.
25c) will be made. Tickets may be
ATTORNEYS.
Williams, H. P., -- has. H.
had at the secretary's office.
GEORGE H
ffporleder, Secretary.
.
Attorney at Law
LARGE SALE OF SEATS
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
Office: Veeder Block, Las Vegas, New

THE LOBBY RESTAURANT

SEVEN

CAFE

r

g

BUSINESS
-

tS53 .J

Mexico.

Knights of Pythias
meet every Monday
evening in Castle
Hall, Visiting Knights
are cordially invited.
J. F. SACKMAN,

GEORGE

er.
Seal.
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0EJ. MEETS

East Las Vegas,

AND

each
evenings
Tuesday
month at O. R. C. hall. Visiting
brothers are cordially invited. A.
C. Erb, exalted ruler; D. W.
don, secretary.

wfh

REGULAR COM- ASTERN
and fourth
second
municatlon
month.
each
.' Thursday evenings of
are
and
sisters
brothers
All visiting
A.
Sarah
Mrs.
invited
cordially
Ida
Mrs.
Chaffln, worthy matron;
tern.
Seelinger, secretary pro
LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
at
every Monday evening
4
vis
All
street.
Sixth
their hall in
to atr
v..t,. onrdlallv N.invited
w.
C.
G.;
tend. George Lewis,
J- - Wertz.
V.
McAllister
treasurer;
secretary, W. E. Crites, trustee. C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery

F.,
I.OO.
"meet

G--

I

NO.
PiTTCRNAL BROTHERHOOD,
at
Pridav
night
10Z, meeiB
building
their hall in the Schmidt
eight
wat of Fonncaln Square, at
cor
are
members
o'clock.- Visiting
presN.
Cook,
dially welcome. Jas.
ident; Jas. R. Lowe, secretary.
.

COLUMBUS,. COUN-acon(i and
"""nAia
CILi No. eu.
C.
hau, nn- fourth Thursday, O. R.

'KNIGHTS OF

visltine members are
-

W. R. Tipton.
cordially , invited.
S.
G. K; E. P. Mackel. F.

r. o.

e. meets
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Best Treatment For Colds.
"Most ordinary colds will yield to
the simplest treatment,"; says the Chicago Tribune, "moderative laxatives;
hot foot baths, a free perspiration
and an avoidance of exposure to cold
and wet after treatment'" While
this treatment is simple, itTequires
considerable trouble, and the one
adopting it must remain in doors for
a day or two, or a fresh cold is almost
sure to be' contracted, and in many
instances pneumonia follows. Is It
not better to pin your faith to an old,
reliable preparation like Chamberlain's Cough. Remedy, that is famous
for its cures of colds and can always
ba. depended upon? ' For jsale .by aU
'
dealers.

"I'd Rather Die, Doctor,
than have my feet cut off," said M. L.
Bingham, of Princevllle, 111., "but
you'U die from gangrene (which had
eaten away eight toes) if you don't",
said all doctors. Instead he used
Bucklen's Arnica Salve till wholly
cured. Its cures of Eczema, ' Fever
Sores, Boils, Burns and Piles astound
the world. 25c at all druggists.
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When a man tells us he likes to
work, we do not say so to his face,
but we think it just the same.

in n
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KANGAROO GIRLS
Prices $1.50, Balcony $1.00i Gallery 75c.

Reserved Seat Sale, Now Open.
.

A Simple Test

If 'you want to know whether you are destined to be a success or failure financially,
.
you can easily finjd out.

Caen You Save Money?
If you can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being a success
.
financially.
' This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depositary for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.

The First National

.

dai

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.
, . ,
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
Ass't Cashier,
Cashier.
.
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Throat
La
Grippe, Asthma,
Coughs, Colds, Croup,
iJ

Cures

Musical masterpiece

And tne same Big Company of Favorites
Including that Bewildering Chorus of

R.aLich Eggs

No. 645, I.
' E ROSENWALD Lodge
Wednesfirst
O B. B. Meets every
of the month in - the vestry

'S

IS IT

VHY
THE IDEA!

Strictly Fresh"

530 GRAND AVE.

L UDER

4

!

If you have backache and urinary
When a girl tosses her head she
troubles you should take Foley! Kid
should
be sure the young man is a
build
and
to
strengthen
ney Remedy,
act
will
so
ud the kidneys
prop good catch.
they
erly, as a serious kidney trouble may
G.
Schaefer and Red
develop. O.
During the spring every cne would
Cross Drug Co.
be benefited by taking Foley's Kidfurnishes a needed
Lots of married people might stu ney Remedy. It
to
tonic
the
kidneys after the , extra
dy harmony without taking music
and i purifies the
of
strain
winter,
"
.'.
lessons.
blood by stimulating the kidneys, and
causing them to eliminate the impuriFor Constipation
ties from it Foley's Kidney Remedy
Mr. L. H.' Farnham, a prominent imparts new life and vigor. Pleasant
druggist of Spirit Lake, Iowa, says: to take. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
"Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Co.
Tablets are certainly the best thing
on the market
for constipation."
Give these tablets a trial. You are
C(,rtaln to find them agreeable and
pleasant in effect. Price 25 cents.
3
Samples free. For sale by all dealTV )I
!
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POSSIBLE?

:

MEET IN FRATERNAL
wTMunnw
and
Brotherhood ball every second
the
eighth
at
sleep
fourth Thursday,
. .i
...
-olvnva wel-run. Visiting Drvuci
Jamea R.
wigwam
come to th
Davis
H.
Waite
Lowe, sachem;
of
collector
and
records
chief of
wampum.

Co.

THE

your order in quick.

119

The Circus
acrobat finds it necessary at all times
to keep his muscles and joints sup
pie. That is the reason that hundreds
or them keep a bottle of Ballard a
Snow Liniment always on hand. A
sure cure for rheumatism,
cuts,
sprains, eore throat, lame back, contracted muscles, corns, bunions and
all pains. Price 25c, 60c and $1.00
per bottle. Center Block Depot Drug

DUHCA& OPERA HOUSE
April 13th.

Kansas Apples

Phone Vegas

,

A woman stops eating when she is
Almost all actresses are 'either
worried, and a man stops sleeping.
married, or just getting over it.

'

Extra Fancy
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Navel Oranges

r

day
Dougroom of Temple Monteflore,
Visit
street
Ninth
and
las avenue
Invited.
are cordially
ing brothers
Rabbi J.
Chas Greenclay, f resident;
g. Raisin, secretary.
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Fancy California,

- S. IV. Hallock,
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Healing Salve for Burns, Chapped
Hands and Sore Nipples.
'You can't beat learning into a boy,
As a healing salve for burns, sores, in spite of the fact that a switch will
sore hippies and chapped hands Cham- make him start.
,
berlain's Salve is most excellent It
inallays the pain of a burn almost
stantly, and unless the injury is very
Words to Freeze the Soul.
severe, heals the parts without leavFloral Designs for Weddings,
'
"Your son has Consumption. His
ing a scar. Price 25 cents. For sale
Parties, Funerals, etc. Cut
case is hopeless." These appalliing
Flowers always on hand.
by all dealers.
words were spoken to Geo. E. Blev- TREES PRUNED AND GARDENING
ens, a leading merchant of Spring
ADVERTISED
LETTER LIST.
attended to.
Letters remaining uncalled for for field, N. C, by two expert doctors
one a lung specialist Then was shown
week ending April 9:
the wonderful power of. Dr. King's
506
Grand
167.
Ave.,
Main
C.
Phone
Albert, Miss Ada; Brownfield,
Bank.
New Discovery. "After, three weeks'
San
Miguel
Opposite
T.; Barker, Mrs. P. T.; Campas, Dona
East Las Vegas, N.M.
use," writes Mr. Blevens, "he was as
Virginia; Case, Mrs. Nora; Carlin, O. well as ever. I would not take all the
Dugan, John; Dawb, Wm; Flack,
money in the world for what it did
Henry; Gallegos, M. S.; Harris, Robt; for mv boy." Infallible for Coughs,
Mc
Howard, Will; Ml jillas, Juan;
aod Colds, it's the safest, surest cure
Donald, Steve; . McHenry, G.; Mon- - of desperate Lung diseases on earth.
50c and $1.00 at all druggists. Guar
toya, Juan; Medran Miss Agustina; antee
satisfaction. . Trial bottle free.
SandoVlval; Noisen, C;
$2.60 per box. 20c per Doz. Martinez,
val, Lionarda M. de; Swihart, John;
Some fellows are so slow that they
Sea ton, F7 A.; Taylor. H. V.; Taylor,
"
Mrs. F. V.; Walden, Riissel; Will wouldn't even make successful pall
bearers.
lams, Miss Ethel.
Letters held tor, better direction- sMiss Kiah G. Carter, 612 W. 7th ave.,
Rheumatism.
,
The large red juicy kind for eating Corsican; Miss Pearl Carter, Central More than nine out of every ten
or cooking $1.75 per box.
cases of rheumatism are simply rheuCity; Brown Morris, Texas.
Postcards held for. postage-Grov- er
matism of the muscles, due to cold
or damp, or chronic rheumatism. In
Pensonett, Sandbunv Mich.; Lee
Get
Nebr.; A. Kama Gil, Lodi, Cal.; such cases no internal treatment' is
The Home Pattern Co, New York, required. The " free application of
..
N. Y.
Chamberlain's Liniment, is all that Is
Postcards held for better directions needed, and it is certain to give quick
and unmailable Celestina Gianchet- - relief. Give it a trial and see for
yourself how quickly it relieves the
ta; Mrs. M. B. Dale, Slsson, Cal.
Persons calling . for any of the pain and soreness. Thefor medicines
rheumatgiven internally
30Ce n ts Per D oTenY above will please ask for "advertised" usually
ism are poisonous or very strong medletters.
icines. They are worse than useless in cases of chronic and muscular
F. O. BLOOD, P. M.
rheumatism. For Bale by all dealers.

evenines each month, at
Fraternal Brotherhood HalL Invited.
brothers a--e cordially
Jd6 Thornhlll, presiaem,
Ward, Becremij.

'.,a--

'

J. TII0R1ILL, Florist

STAR.

-

MOORE s'ROP.

J.

REBEKAH LODGE, L O. O. F.,
meets second and fourth Thursday
evenings of each month at the I.
O. O. P. hall. Miss Bertha Beckw,
N. G.; Mrs. Delta Pep ard, V. G.;
F. Dalley, Secretary; Ade-leMrs.
Smith, Treasurer.

,

'

I

E. MORRISON

QotelEa Pension

NO. 77, FRATEROF AMERICA

Meets first and third Wednesday of
each month at Fraternal Brotherhood hall. Chas. Trambley, F. M.;
Bertha C. Thornhlll, Secretary. Visiting members cordially invited.

R. P.

'

'

i"
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y

W. D. KENNEDY.
Keeper of Record and

SECOND

"THE

'" Fa',

1

BURGOMASTER"

Fairly effervescing with musical
gems of genuine merit, in fact Pix-leCivil Engineer and Surveyor
& Luder's best effort, "The Bur
gomaster," which comes to the DunOffice: Wheeler Bldg. E. Las Vegas can, Tuesday evening, promises' to
prove the brightest and best of the
musical shows to be offered the present season. All the old favorites,
'Goodbye New Amsterdam,"
"Keep
(
EUROPEAN PLAN
Cool," "We're Civilized Now," "The
Steai heat, baths, electric lights, hot Dutch Cadets," "I Drink From My
Heart to You," "We Always Work the
and cold water.
Public," "Little Soubrette," "Dear Old
EE
College Days," "Rainy Daisies," "Tale
of the Kangaroo," "I Love You Dear,
And Only You," "Cupid Does Not
Marry," "Modern Gladiator," "Have
VINCENT TRUDEB, Prop.
Not Discovered Him Yet," will again
Imported Wines, Liquors and Cigars. be heard as well as several entirely
and original interpolated
No. B01 Railroad Avenue. Opposite
"How
one entitled
Xlbers,
Railroad Depot
You. .Told. Th&tjToSL.
Have
Many
In
Connection
Tables
Billiard

Chancellor Command-

BALDY LODGE,
NAL UNION

FOR

;r i

J

VJf

la tke

Vand Lung Troublta. PrtTenta Pntuzaoctia and Consumption
DRUG COMPANY
ND
FOR SALE BY O.

a

SCHAEFER A

RED CR08S

LA

EIGHT

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. FRIDAY,

APRIL

9, 1909

Have Just Opened Up a New
Line of .:v.:

The Easter Offering
Fruits and

Afegtees

Ctorl of BEj(B

DRESS SKIRTS, SHIRT WAISTS

EVERYFOOTPOSITIVELY GUARANTEED

IN

j) Vj

(

Uj)m7UO

,

lillillltHHl
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50 Feet 5 Ply

I

1'

",

Rubber Hose....

and GLOVES for

30
V -

Phone Matin 379 1

NECK WEARrAND RUCHING

AT

Ludwig Wm. Ilf eld

9

Saturday, April 10,1909.

Will Include The Following Attractive Items Viz:

evening. It is expected to be an in
terestlng affair and the general public
is urged to be present

NEW8.

Have a Change.
Don't chew the rag all the "time,
but buy a pound of our fresh taffy . Perry Onion has the most beauticandy and chew that for Easter. It ful cut flowers in the city. Telephone
comes in three flavors: vanilla, choc Main 276 for your Easter flowers.
olate and strawberry, and its good.
The apron and bakery sale which
At the 5 and 10 Cent Store.
was to have been held at the Metho'
dist Episcopal church tomorrow afBest assortment of plants for
: been
ternoon
has
postponed until
at Thornhill's.
April 15th.
A new line of novelty braids and
Easter Wiles,'. azalias, v .cyclamen,
laces arrived from New York at El
'
primroses, begonias and many other
Palacio.
potted plants for Easter Perry On"'
"
Cut flowers .and potted plants for ion.
Easter Perry .Onion.
The Business Men's class of the Y
Don't forget the social to be given M. C. A. :s having outdoor baseball
by the Eastern Star, Monday even practice for the first time this season
at the high school grounds this even
ing, April 12.

Fruits,
Klondyke Strawberries,
Beauty Apples,

Roman
Wine Sap Apples, ,
.
,
, Stark Apples,
Ben Davis Apples,
Bellflower Apples, ;
i
v ;
Jumbo Bananas,
.
Tangerines,
Grape Fruit,
Navel Oranges.
,.
.

:

.

Vegetables
,

.Rhubarb,

Head Lettuce,
Green Onions,
Sweet Potatoes,
New Carrots,
Leek,
California Asparagus,
M.exico Tomatoes,

Leaf Lettuce,
New Silver Skin Onion,
Spinage,
Soup Bunches,

Turnips,

Horseradish Root,

Artichoke.

PUsbihO" EUam ZDS

;

iS.rt

I.

awl

and years
for only .

s.'l,

,

lor lt2C

J.

Our

Pride Flour
act

your grocer's.
For Your Easter
Also see us for Seed Whea.t.
Dinner.

Las Vegas Roller Mill
Phone

131.

Varieties of Fresh,

VEGETABLES

Strawberries,

On Domestic Coal, Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what yon ant for cooking,
,

Free from Slate or Slack

Bananas,

D.' W. CONDON

.7

'Phone Main 21

"
Estray.
has
a
One bay pany;
white spot on
nose and face. One light colored
burro, branded 0 on hip. For reward
return to or notify T. H. Moen, East
f '
Las Vegas.

BESIDES

MONEY SAVED

Oranges

Foot Main St

and other

-

CD WO IT
We Will Have

;

POULTilY-Tutkey- s,

Geese, Ducks, Hens and Spr fogs.

f7fffHalibut,

Salmon, Pike, Smelts, Perch and Cat Fish

UEGET
v Ay.

Radishes, Young Onions, Rhubarb, Celery, Celery
Root, Tomatoes, Parsley, Sweet Potatoes, Horse
Radish, New Potatoes and New Cabbage.
Bananas, Oranges, Tangerines, '

J7lT7-Strawberrie- st

BAKEflY

GOODS-fieS-

1.

1.

DEALERS IN

Get Our Prices before baying.

Bridge Street.

If you want to laugh, and laugh.
and laugh, then come and hear the
only Tom Corwine, the funniest man
In the country. He can bark like
five dogs, crow like . a rooster, and
do so many funny things, you are
continually kept laughing.

f.

Grocery

THE
HYGEIA ICE"
FROM PURE

DISTILLED VyATER

MADE

2,000 lbs or more each delivery
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. "
200 to 1,000 lbs. "
" -

-

Cakes, Bread and Rolls.

,

Catchers and Dckcre

s

'

pearance.
He must have a fine Easter tie,
hat or shoes, or his general

FERULE
PRESERVES

"

THE NAME that standi for
QUALITY, PURITY and
"Homelike" make.

effect is spoiled. But when you
can buy at J. A. Taichert the
WEHAVE
latest styles of neckwear, hats and
shoes for a low price, then is the Figs, Blackberries, Red Cherries,.
White Cherries, Red Currants,
time to buy.
Black Currant, Red Raspberries,
Black Raspberries, Strawberries,
NECKWEAR,
Peaches, Peas, Plums, Tomatoes,
Red Tomatoes.

25c, 50c, and 75c

HATS,
2.50, 3.00, 3.50,

&

$4.00

SHOES

2.5B,3W3.5MH0fl
X

Come in and Inspect'.,

J.

.

A. TAICHERT.
615 Lincoln

COOMB'S
"THE COFFEE MAN";
Prompt delivery, our specialty.

to 200 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs.

"

CRYSTAL ICE CO,,
.

"

20c

30c
40c
50c
75c

per hundred

"

'

McGuire & Webb

Phone Main 227

;

Finch's Golden Wedding Eye, ageo)

Ave.,
In the wood. Direct from distillery to
Next to Wells Fargo Express Co. you. At the Lobby, of course.
,5-1-

A NICE FRESH ASSORTMENT OF
BUTLERS,

GONTHERS,
.

& FENWAYS

CAKDIE-S-

JUST RECEIVED FOR

EASTER GREETINGS

';;' By:E.

JOHN H. YORK,
Assessor.

50

Cm-acre-

Assesament Notice.
Notice is hereby given to all tax
payers in precinct No. 29, of the county of 8an Miguel, that I will be In toy
office, at 710 Douglas avenue, between the hours of 8:00 a, m. and
5 p. m, until the 30th day ot ApriL
1909, to receive returns of all taxa
ble property. Those tailing to do so
within the specified time will be assessed by me according to section
4035 of the compiled laws of 1897, and
a penalty of 25 per cent will be imposed on those who fall to make

No matter how tasteful a man
may be in his general ap-

Phone Main 85

G. MURPHEY.

:,

and Leaf Lettuce, Asparagus,

GLEC-He- ad

sTearhs

j

Tom Corwine's polyphonic selec
tions are unique and highly entertaining. They afford a full evening's en
joyment without one dull moment.
His steamboat scene Is without a
peer.

& SOU

ALFALFA', HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

'

Use

C. JOHNSEN

H. O. BRO WN TRADING CO.,

'

Roses, carnations, sweet peas, dai
a Santa
sies,
snap, dragons, etc., at Perry
grounds
at 2:30 Onion's.
is
Great preparations are being made
for the grand ball which will be given at the Castaneda hotel
by the
Turkey dinner and supper at. Com young men of this city next Friday
mercial restaurant on Bridge street, evening, April 16th. It is
expected
Easter Sunday, 25 cents.
that there will he over fifty couples
present, and that it will outshine the- The indoor athletic contest of the return ball, given at the same place
Young Men'r Christian association about one year ago.
will be hJd at the gymnasium this
.A.11 the tickets have been
disposed of
for the entertainment to be given
tomorrow leyening by the Southern
California Concert and Dramatic corn- many at the Y. M. C. A. auditorium.
Undoubtedly those who wish to get
seats can do so by waiting until 8:15
o'clock on that night as there are al
ways a laigc number who secure
tickets but fail to make their ap1
'
pearance.
V

$22.50

Right Prlooa

We

The Athletics will play
Fe team at the high school
next
afternoon
Sunday
o'clock. An exciting game

.

Right Furniture

JmxM'A !' ifkOtt:

,

Should you wish anything not included in
the above showing, please advice us via

,

id
'

' Giisnn Gupkozird
in stock

will! mi

lug.

have everything new for men
shop.
and Boys. Easter Suits, Hats and
Boston
A baby boy was an Easteer arrival Shirts and Shoes. At the
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Adolf o Clothing House.
Rivera at 5:15 this morning
Plants! Plants! Plants!
Plants
for Easter at Thornhill's.
Onion
Easter
your
Telephone Perry
orders for cut flowers and potted
Overton W. Price, associate forestplants. Main 276.
er, and Philip Wells, chief law offiCall up Main 276 for carnations cer of the forestry service, are exand other cut flowers. Floral designs pected in New Mexico from WashingD. C., .in a few days. W. F.
made up qn short notice.
Perry ton,
Sherfesse, another high forestry of
Onion.
ficial, is" in New; Mexico on his way
Just received a big line of Boys' to Washington from California. He
Easter Suits (The Xtra Good Qual has charge of the treatment of timAt the Boston Clothing House. ber on all forest reserves.
ity.- -

'

This Fine

''"

Always hot water at Nolette barber

.

Exclusive Dry Goods House.

:

Cauliflower,
Celery,
New Cabbage,
Beets,
Radishes,
., Las Cruces Asparagus,

SIXTH STREET

,!

LOCAL

IN ALL COLORS

i '
i

h
f

t

1

;

r "i
;

A NeatGofd and Silver
Bonbon Di&h Given

U

WITH EACH 'POUND OF

FENWAYS CHOCOLATES,

at Murphey's Dru

Store

